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Chapter 1. About This Book This book describes the Open Object Rexx, or Object Rexx programming language. In the following, it is called Rexx unless compared to its traditional predecessor. This book is aimed at developers familiar with Windows® and Unix® who want to use Rexx for object-oriented programming, or a mix of traditional and object-oriented programming. This book assumes you are already familiar with the techniques of traditional structured programming, and uses them as a springboard for quickly understanding Rexx and, in particular, Object Rexx. This approach is designed to help experienced programmers get involved quickly with the Rexx language, exploit its virtues, and become productive fast.



1.1. Who Should Read This Book Anyone interested in getting a basic understanding of object-oriented concepts should read this book. Experienced programmers can learn about the Rexx language and how it is like and unlike other structured programming languages. Programmers who want to broaden their programming knowledge can learn object-oriented programming with Rexx. Users already experienced with Rexx can learn about object-oriented programming (OO) in general, and OO programming with Rexx in particular. Programmers who want to make their applications (typically coded in C) scriptable by Rexx, extend the Rexx language, or control Rexx scripts from other applications should read the application programming interface (API) information.



1.2. What You Should Know before Reading This Book To most effectively use the information contained in this book, you should know how to: •



Program with a traditional language like C, Basic, or Pascal.



•



Use basic Windows commands for manipulating files, such as COPY, DELETE, and DIR. The more familiar you are with Windows, the better.



If you have little or no experience with the Windows operating system, refer to the documentation provided with it. You should also have the Open Object Rexx: Reference at hand.



1.3. Related Information See also: Open Object Rexx for Windows: Reference
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1.4. A Note About Program Examples in this Document The program examples in this document are rendered in a mono-spaced font that is not completely compatible for cut-and-paste functionality. Pasteing text into an editor could result in some characters outside of the standard ASCII character set. Specifically, single-qoute characters are known to be incorrectly converted when pasted into an editor.
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Chapter 2. Meet Object Rexx Rexx is a versatile, free-format language. Its simplicity makes it a good first language for beginners. For more experienced users and computer professionals, Rexx offers powerful functions and the ability to issue commands to several environments.



2.1. The Main Attractions The following aspects of Rexx round out its versatility and functions.



2.1.1. Object-Oriented Programming Object-oriented extensions have been added to traditional Rexx, but its existing functions and instructions have not changed. The Object Rexx interpreter is actually an enhanced version of its predecessor, but with new support for: •



Classes, objects, and methods



•



Messaging and polymorphism



•



Inheritance and multiple inheritance



Object Rexx supplies the user with a base set of classes: ALARM, CLASS, ARRAY, LIST, QUEUE, TABLE, SET, DIRECTORY, RELATION, BAG, MESSAGE, METHOD, MONITOR, STEM, STREAM, STRING, and SUPPLIER. Object Rexx is fully compatible with earlier versions of Rexx that were not object-oriented.



2.1.2. An English-Like Language To make Rexx easier to learn and use, many of its instructions are meaningful English words. Rexx instructions are common words such as SAY, PULL, IF...THEN...ELSE, DO...END, and EXIT.



2.1.3. Cross-Platform Versatility Versions of Object Rexx are now available for a wide variety of platforms, and the programs you create with Object Rexx will run on any of these, including Linux™ for Intel™, Linux for S/390®, and AIX®, as well as Windows 95™, Windows 98™, Windows NT®, and Windows 2000®.



2.1.4. Fewer Rules Rexx has relatively few rules about format. A single instruction can span many lines, and you can include several instructions on a single line. Instructions need not begin in a particular column and can be typed in uppercase, lowercase, or mixed case. You can skip spaces in a line or entire lines. There is no line numbering.
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2.1.5. Interpreted, Not Compiled Rexx is an interpreted language. When a Rexx program runs, its language processor reads each statement from the source file and runs it, one statement at a time. Languages that are not interpreted must be compiled into object code before they can be run.



2.1.6. Built-In Functions and Methods Rexx has built-in functions and methods that perform various processing, searching, and comparison operations for text and numbers and provide formatting capabilities and arithmetic calculations.



2.1.7. Typeless Variables Rexx regards all data as objects of various kinds. Variables can hold any kind of object, so you need not declare variables as strings or numbers.



2.1.8. String Handling Rexx includes capabilities for manipulating character strings. This allows programs to read and separate characters, numbers, and mixed input. Rexx performs arithmetic operations on any string that represents a valid number, including those in exponential formats.



2.1.9. Clear Error Messages and Powerful Debugging Rexx displays messages with meaningful explanations when a Rexx program encounters an error. In addition, the TRACE instruction provides a powerful debugging tool.



2.1.10. Impressive Development Tools The Open Object Rexx Windows places many powerful tools at your disposal. These include a Rexx API to other languages like C/C++ or Cobol, OLE/ActiveX support, a mathematical functions package, file encryption functions for the Windows 2000 file system, and Windows Scripting Host support.



2.2. Rexx and the Operating System The most important role Rexx plays is as a programming language for Windows and Unix. A Rexx program can serve as a script for the operating system to follow. Using Rexx, you can reduce long, complex, or repetitious tasks to a single command or program.
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2.3. A Classic Language Gets Classier Object-oriented extensions have been added to traditional Rexx without changing its existing functions and instructions. So you can continue to use Rexx’s procedural instructions, and incorporate objects as you become more comfortable with the technology. In general, your current Rexx programs will work without change. In contrast to the traditional Rexx interpreter, the Object Rexx interpreter checks all the syntax at start-up time, and this means that any syntax errors that exist will be found. In object-oriented technology, objects are used in programs to model the real world. Similar objects are grouped into classes, and the classes themselves are arranged in hierarchies. As an object-oriented programmer, you solve problems by identifying and classifying objects related to the problem. Then you determine what actions or behaviors are required of those objects. Finally, you write the instructions to generate the classes, create the objects, and implement the actions. Your main program consists of instructions that send messages to objects. A billing application, for example, might have an Invoice class and a Receipt class. These two classes might be members of a Forms class. Individual invoices are instances of the Invoice class. Figure 2-1. Objects in a Billing Application



Each instance contains all the data associated with it (such as customer name or descriptions and prices of items purchased). To get at the data, you write instructions that send messages to the objects. These messages activate coded actions called methods. For an invoice object, you might need CREATE, DISPLAY, PRINT, UPDATE, and ERASE methods.



2.3.1. From Traditional Rexx to Object Rexx In traditional (classic) Rexx, all data was stored as strings. The strings represented character data as well as numeric data. From an object-oriented perspective, traditional Rexx had one kind of objects: strings. In object-oriented terminology, each string variable is an object that is an instance of the String class. In Object Rexx, variables can now reference objects other than strings. In addition to a string class, Rexx now includes classes for creating arrays, queues, streams, and many other useful objects. Objects in these new Rexx classes are manipulated by methods instead of traditional functions. To activate a method, you just send a message to the object. For example, instead of using the SUBSTR function on a string variable Name, you send a SUBSTR message to the string object. In classic Rexx, you would do the following:
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Chapter 2. Meet Object Rexx s=substr(name,2,3)



In Object Rexx, the equivalent would be: s=name~substr(2,3)



The tilde (~) character is the Rexx message send operator, called twiddle. The object receiving the message is to the left of the twiddle. The message sent is to the right. In this example, the Name object is sent the SUBSTR message. The numbers in parentheses (2,3) are arguments sent as part of the message. The SUBSTR method is run for the Name object, and the result is assigned to the s string object. For the new classes (such as array or queue), methods are provided, but not equivalent functions. For example, suppose you want to use a Rexx array object instead of the traditional string-based stem variables (such as text.1 or text.2). To create an array object of five elements, you would send a NEW message to the array class as follows: myarray=.array~new(5)



A new instance, named Myarray, of the Array class is created. A period and the class name identify the class. The period is necessary because it precedes the class name in an expression. The Myarray array object has five elements. Some of the other methods, besides NEW, for array objects are PUT, AT, REMOVE, SIZE, [], and []=. By adding object technology to its repertoire of traditional programming techniques, Rexx has evolved into an object-oriented language, like Smalltalk. Object Rexx accommodates the programming techniques of traditional Rexx while adding new ones. With Object Rexx, you can use the new technology as much or as little as you like, at whatever pace you like. You can mix classic and object techniques. You can ease into the object world gradually, building on the Rexx skills and knowledge you already have.



2.4. The Object Advantage If you are unsure about whether to employ Rexx’s object-oriented features, here are some tips to help you decide. Object-oriented technology reinforces good programming practices, such as hiding your data from code that does not use it (encapsulation and polymorphism), partitioning your program in small, manageable units (classification and data abstraction), reusing code wherever possible and changing it in one place (inheritance and functional decomposition). Other advantages often associated with object technology are:
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•



Simplified design through modeling with objects



•



Greater code reuse



•



Rapid prototyping



•



The higher quality of proven components



•



Easier and reduced maintenance



Chapter 2. Meet Object Rexx •



Cost-savings potential



•



Increased adaptability and scalability



With Object Rexx, you get the user-friendliness of Rexx in an object-oriented environment. Object Rexx provides a Sockets API for Rexx. So you can script Object Rexx clients and servers, and run them in the Internet. Object Rexx also provides access to FTP commands by means of its RxFtp package, and to the use of mathematical functions by means of its RxMath utility package. The Sockets, FTP, and mathematical functions packages are each supplied with separate, full documentation.



2.5. The Next Step If you already know traditional Rexx and want to go straight to the basic concepts of object-oriented programming, continue with Into the Object World. If you are unfamiliar with traditional Rexx, continue to read A Quick Tour of Traditional Rexx.
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Chapter 3. A Quick Tour of Traditional Rexx Because this book is for Windows and Unix programmers, it is assumed that you are familiar with at least one other language. This chapter gives an overview of the basic Rexx rules and shows you in which respects Rexx is similar to, or different from, other languages you may already know.



3.1. What Is a Rexx Program? A Rexx program is a text file, typically created using a text editor or a word processor that contains a list of instructions for your computer. Rexx programs are interpreted, which means the program is, like a batch file, processed line by line. Consequently, you do not have to compile and link Rexx programs. To run a Rexx program, all you need is Windows or Unix/Linux, the Object Rexx interpreter, and the ASCII text file containing the program. Rexx is similar to programming languages such as C, Pascal, or Basic. An important difference is that Rexx variables have no data type and are not declared. Instead, Rexx determines from context whether the variable is, for example, a string or a number. Moreover, a variable that was treated as a number in one instruction can be treated as a string in the next. Rexx keeps track of the variables for you. It allocates and deallocates memory as necessary. Another important difference is that you can execute Windows, Unix/Linux commands and other applications from a Rexx program. This is similar to what you can do with a Windows Batch facility program. However, in addition to executing the command, you can also receive a return code from the command and use any displayed output in your Rexx program. For example, the output displayed by a DIR command can be intercepted by a Rexx program and used in subsequent processing. Rexx can also direct commands to environments other than Windows. Some applications provide an environment to which Rexx can direct subcommands of the application. Or they also provide functions that can be called from a Rexx program. In these situations, Rexx acts as a macrolanguage for the application.



3.2. Running a Rexx Program Rexx programs should have a file extension of CMD on Windows, just like Batch facility files, or REX (default to prevent confusion with Windows NT files). Here is a typical Rexx program named GREETING.CMD. It prompts the user to type in a name and then displays a personalized greeting: /* GREETING.CMD - a Rexx program say "Please enter your name." pull name say "Hello" name exit 0 /* Exit



to display a greeting. /* Display a message /* Read response /* Display greeting with a return code of 0



*/ */ */ */ */



The program begins with a comment. This is not a requirement, but it is recommended to ensure compatibility with other operating systems, such as OS/2, where the first line in a Rexx program must be a comment line. The Object Rexx interpreter is invoked by the command
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To run the program MYRexx.CMD, for example, use the command Rexx MYRexx.CMD. ORXWB



If you want to run your Rexx program in silent mode without creating a console window on Windows, you can invoke RexxHIDE.EXE followed by the program name and the program arguments from a program item. If RexxHIDE is called from within a console window, no output is displayed in the console window. SAY is a Rexx instruction that displays a message (like PRINT in Basic or printf in C). The message to be displayed follows the SAY keyword. The single quotes are necessary to delimit a character string. In this case, the character string is Please enter your name. You can use double quotes (") instead of single quotes. The PULL instruction reads a line of text from the standard input (the keyboard), and returns the text in the variable specified with the instruction. In our example, the text is returned in the variable name. The next SAY instruction provides a glimpse of what can be done with Rexx strings. It displays the word Hello followed by the name of the user, which is stored in variable name. Rexx substitutes the value of name and displays the resulting string. You do not need a separate format string as you do with C or Basic. The final instruction, EXIT, ends the Rexx program. Control returns to Windows or Unix/Linux. EXIT can also return a value. In our example, 0 is returned. The EXIT instruction is optional. You can terminate a running Rexx program by pressing the Ctrl+Break key combination. Rexx stops running the program and control returns to Windows or Unix/Linux.



3.3. Elements of Rexx Rexx programs are made up of clauses. Each clause is a complete Rexx instruction. Rexx instructions include the obligatory program control verbs (IF, SELECT, DO, CALL, RETURN) as well as verbs that are unique to Rexx (such as PARSE, GUARD, and EXPOSE). In all, there are about 30 instructions. Many Rexx programs use only a small subset of the instructions. A wide variety of built-in functions complements the instruction set. Many functions manipulate strings (such as SUBSTR, WORDS, POS, and SUBWORD). Other functions perform stream I/Os (such as CHARIN, CHAROUT, LINEIN, and LINEOUT). Still other functions perform data conversion (such as X2B, X2C, D2X, and C2D). A quick glance through the functions section of the Open Object Rexx: Reference gives you an idea of the scope of capabilities available to you. The built-in functions are also available in Rexx implementations on other operating systems. In addition to these system-independent functions, Rexx includes a set of functions for working with Windows itself. These functions, known as the Rexx Utilities, let you work with resources managed by Windows, such as the display, the desktop, and the file system. Instructions and functions are the building blocks of traditional Rexx programs. To convert Rexx into an object-oriented language, two more elements are needed: classes and methods. Classes and methods are covered in later chapters. This chapter continues with traditional building blocks of Rexx.
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3.4. Writing Your Program You can create Rexx programs using any editor that can write straight ASCII files without hidden format controls. The Windows Notepad is an editor that you can use. Rexx is a free-format programming language. You can indent lines and insert blank lines for readability if you wish. But even free-format languages have some rules about how language elements are used. Rexx’s rules center around its basic language element: the clause. Usually, there is one clause on each line of the program, but you can put several and separate each clause with a semicolon (;): say "Hello"; say "Goodbye"



/* Two clauses on one line */



To continue a clause on a second line, put a comma at the end of the line: say, "It isn’t so"



/* Continuation */



If you need to continue a literal string, do it like this: say, /* Continuation of literal strings */ "This is a long string that we want to continue", "on another line."



Rexx automatically adds a blank after continue. If you need to split a string, but do not want to have a blank inserted when Rexx puts the string back together, use the Rexx concatenation operator (||): say "I do not want Rexx to in"||, "sert a blank!"



/* Continuation with concatenation */



3.5. Testing Your Program When writing your program, you can test statements as you go along using the REXXTRY command from the Windows command prompt. REXXTRY is a kind of Rexx mini-interpreter that checks Rexx statements one at a time. If you run REXXTRY with no parameter, or with a question mark as a parameter, REXXTRY also briefly describes itself. From your current Windows or Unix/Linux window, open another window and type: REXX rexxtry rexx rexxtry



/* on windows the case of the REXX is insignificant */ /* on unix the Rexx command is always specified in lowercase */



REXXTRY describes itself and asks you for a Rexx statement to test. Enter your statement; REXXTRY then runs it and returns any information available, or displays an error message if a problem is encountered. REXXTRY remembers any previous statements you have entered during the session. To continue, just type the next line in your program and REXXTRY will check it for you. Enter an equal sign (=) to repeat your previous statement, or a question mark (?) to invoke system-provided online information about the Rexx language. When you are done, type:
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and press Enter to leave REXXTRY. You can also enter a Rexx statement directly on the command line for immediate processing and exit: REXX rexxtry call show



In this case, entering CALL SHOW displays the user variables provided by RexxTRY.



3.6. Improving Startup Time If the environment variable RXSAVETOKENS is set to YES, Object Rexx stores the internal format at the end of the program script. When this program is executed the next time, the so-called parsing process can be skipped and the program can be started faster. Whenever you modify your program script, the image at the end of the file is discarded by the editor and the modifications are therefore recognized by the Object Rexx interpreter. Using this mechanism requires an editor that can handle files terminated by Ctrl+Z (EOF). If the editor you are using does not discard the data after EOF, changes within the ASCII code are not reflected in the tokenized script.



3.7. Variables, Constants, and Literal Strings Comprehensive rules for variables, constants, and literal strings are contained in the Open Object Rexx: Reference. Rexx imposes few rules on variable names. A variable name can be up to 250 characters long, with the following restrictions: •



The first character must be A-Z, a-z, !, ?, or _ . Rexx translates lowercase letters to uppercase before using them.



•



The rest of the characters may be A-Z, a-z, !, ?, or _, ., or 0-9.



•



The period (.) has a special meaning for Rexx variables. Do not use it in a variable name until you understand the rules for forming compound symbols.



The variable name can be typed and queried in uppercase, mixed-case, or lowercase characters. A variable name in uppercase characters, for example, can also be queried in lowercase or mixed-case characters. If you query a variable name that has not yet been set, the name is returned in uppercase characters. Literal strings in Rexx are delimited by quotation marks (either ’ or "). Examples of literal strings are: ’Hello’ "Final result:"



If you need to use quotation marks within a literal string, use quotation marks of the other type to delimit the string. For example:
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Chapter 3. A Quick Tour of Traditional Rexx "Don’t panic" ’He said, "Bother"’



There is another way to do this. Within a literal string, a pair of quotation marks (the same type that delimits the string) is interpreted as one of that type. For example: ’Don t panic’ "He said, ""Bother"""



(same as "Don’t panic" ) (same as ’He said, "Bother"’)



3.8. Assignments Assignments in Rexx usually take this form: name = expression



For name, specify any valid variable name. For expression, specify the information to be stored, such as a number, a string, or some calculation. Here are some examples: a=1+2 b=a*1.5 c="This is a string assignment. No memory allocation needed!"



The PARSE instruction and its variants PULL and ARG also assign values to variables. PARSE assigns data from various sources to one or more variables according to the rules of parsing. PARSE PULL, for example, is often used to read data from the keyboard: /* Using PARSE PULL to read the keyboard */ say "Enter your first name and last name" /* prompt user */ parse pull response /* read keyboard and put result in RESPONSE */ say response /* possibly displays "John Smith" */



Other operands of PARSE indicate the source of the data. PARSE ARG, for example, retrieves command line arguments. PARSE VERSION retrieves the information about the version of the Rexx interpreter being used. The most powerful feature of PARSE, however, is its ability to parse data according to a template that you supply. The various pieces of data are assigned to variables that are part of the template. The following example prompts the user for a date, and assigns the month, day, and year to different variables. (In a real application, you would want to add instructions to verify the input.) /* PARSE example using a template */ say "Enter a date in the form MM/DD/YY" parse pull month "/" day "/" year say month say day say year



The template in this example contains two literal strings ("/"). The PARSE instruction uses these literals to determine how to split the data.
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Chapter 3. A Quick Tour of Traditional Rexx The PULL and ARG instructions are short forms of the PARSE instruction. See the Object Rexx: Reference for more information on Rexx parsing.



3.9. Using Functions Rexx functions can be used in any expression. In the following example, the built-in function WORD is used to return the third blank-delimited word in a string: /* Example of function use myname="John Q. Public" /* assign a literal string to MYNAME surname=word(myname,3) /* assign WORD result to SURNAME say surname /* display Public



*/ */ */ */



Literal strings can be supplied as arguments to functions, so the previous program can be rewritten as follows: /* Example of function use surname=word("John Q. Public",3) /* assign WORD result to SURNAME say surname /* display Public



*/ */ */



Because an expression can be used with the SAY instruction, you can further reduce the program to: /* Example of function use say word("John Q. Public",3)



*/



Functions can be nested. Suppose you want to display only the first two letters of the third word, Public. The LEFT function can return the first two letters, but you need to give it the third word. LEFT expects the input string as its first argument and the number of characters to return as its second argument: /* Example of function use */ /* Here is how to do it without nesting */ thirdword=word("John Q. Public",3) say left(thirdword,2) /* And here is how to do it with nesting */ say left(word("John Q. Public",3),2)



3.10. Program Control Rexx has instructions such as Rexx IF instruction:



DO, IF, and SELECT to control your program. Here is a typical



if a>1 & b Greater than < Less than Greater than or less than (same as not equal) >= Greater than or equal to 1 & b 5 then say "Variable MYVAR has more than five words." else say "Variable MYVAR has fewer than six words."



Rexx also supports an ELSE IF construction: count=words(myvar) if count > 5 then say "Variable MYVAR has more than five words." else if count >3 then say "Variable MYVAR has more than three, but fewer than six words." else say "Variable MYVAR has fewer than four words."



The SELECT instruction in Rexx is similar to the SELECT CASE statement in Basic and the switch statement in C. SELECT executes a block of statements based on the value of an expression. Rexx’s SELECT differs from the equivalent statements in Basic and C in that the SELECT keyword is not followed by an expression. Instead, expressions are placed in WHEN clauses:
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Chapter 3. A Quick Tour of Traditional Rexx select when name="Bob" then say "It’s Bob!" when name="Mary" then say "Hello, Mary." otherwise end /* select */



WHEN clauses are evaluated sequentially. When one of the expressions is true, the statement, or block of statements, is executed. All the other blocks are skipped, even if their WHEN clauses would have evaluated to true. Notice that statements like the break statement in C are not needed. The OTHERWISE keyword is used without an instruction following it. Rexx does not require an OTHERWISE clause. However, if none of the WHEN clauses evaluates to true and you omit OTHERWISE, an error occurs. Therefore, always include an OTHERWISE. As with the IF instruction, you can use DO/END pairs for several clauses within SELECT cases. You do not need a DO/END pair if several clauses follow the OTHERWISE keyword: select when name="Bob" then say "It’s Bob" when name="Mary" then do say "Hello Mary" marycount=marycount+1 end otherwise say "I’m sorry. I don’t know you." anonymous=anonymous+1 end /* select */



Many Basic implementations have several different instructions for loops. Rexx only knows the DO/END pair. All of the traditional looping variations are incorporated into the DO instruction: do i=1 to 10 say i end



/* Simple loop



*/



do i=1 to 10 by 2 say i end



/* Increment count by two */



b=3; a=0 do while ab say "Until loop" end



/* /* /* /*



DO UNTIL - like many other languages, a Rexx DO UNTIL block is executed at least once. The expression is evaluated at the end of the loop.



*/ */ */ */
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Chapter 3. A Quick Tour of Traditional Rexx Rexx also has a FOREVER keyword. Use the LEAVE, RETURN, or EXIT instructions to break out of the loop: /* Program to emulate your five-year-old child */ num=random(1,10) /* To emulate a three-year-old, move this inside the loop! */ do forever say "What number from 1 to 10 am I thinking of?" pull guess if guess=num then do say "That’s correct" leave end say "No, guess again..." end



Rexx also includes an the loop:



ITERATE instruction, which skips the rest of the instructions in that iteration of



do i=1 to 100 /* Iterate when the "special case" value is reached if i=5 then iterate



*/



/* Instructions used for all other cases would be here */ end



You can use loops in IF or SELECT instructions: /* Say hello ten times if I is equal to 1 */ if i=1 then do j=1 to 10 say "Hello!" end



There is an equivalent to the Basic GOTO statement: the Rexx SIGNAL instruction. SIGNAL causes control to branch to a label: Signal fred; /* Transfer control to label FRED below */ .... .... Fred: say "Hi!"



As with GOTO, you need to be careful about how you use SIGNAL. In particular, do not place SIGNAL in the middle of a DO/END block or into a SELECT structure.



3.11. Subroutines and Procedures In Rexx you can write routines that make all variables accessible to the called routine. You can also write routines that hide the caller’s variables. The following shows an example of a routine in which all variables are accessible:
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Chapter 3. A Quick Tour of Traditional Rexx /* Routine example i=10 call myroutine say i exit myroutine: i=i+12 return



/* /* /* /*



Initialize I Call routine Displays 22 End main program



/* Label /* Increment I



*/ */ */ */ */ */ */



The CALL instruction calls routine MYROUTINE. A label (note the colon) marks the start of the routine. A RETURN instruction ends the routine. Notice that an EXIT instruction is required in this case to end the main program. If EXIT is omitted, Rexx assumes that the following instructions are part of your main program and will execute those instructions. The SAY instruction displays 22 instead of 10 because the caller’s variables are accessible to the routine. You can return a result to the caller by placing an expression in the RETURN instruction, like this: /* Routine with result i=10 /* Initialize I call myroutine /* Call routine say result /* Displays 22 exit /* End main program



*/ */ */ */ */



myroutine: return i+12



*/ */



/* Label /* Increment I



The returned result is available to the caller in the special variable RESULT, as previously shown. If your routine returns a result, you can call it as a function: /* Routine with result called as function i=10 /* Initialize I say myroutine() /* Displays 22 exit /* End main program



*/ */ */ */



myroutine: return i+12



*/ */



/* Label /* Increment I



You can pass arguments to this sort of routine, but all variables are available to the routine anyway. You can also write routines that separate the caller’s variables from the routine’s variables. This eliminates the risk of accidentally writing over a variable used by the caller or by some other unprotected routine. To get protection, use the PROCEDURE instruction, as follows: /* Routine example using PROCEDURE instruction headcount=0 tailcount=0 /* Toss a coin 100 times, report results */ do i=1 to 100 call cointoss if result="HEADS" then headcount=headcount+1 else tailcount=tailcount+1 say "Toss is" result ||".



Heads=" headcount



*/



/* Flip the coin */ /* Increment counters */



/* Report results "Tails=" tailcount



*/
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/* End main program



cointoss: procedure i=random(1,2) if i=1 then return "HEADS" return "TAILS"



/* Use PROCEDURE to protect caller /* Pick a random number: 1 or 2 /* Return English string



*/ */ */ */



In this example, the variable i is used in both the main program and the routine. When the PROCEDURE instruction is placed after the routine label, the routine’s variables become local variables. They are isolated from all other variables in the program. Without the PROCEDURE instruction, the program would loop indefinitely. On each iteration the value of i would be reset to some value less than 100, which means the loop would never end. If a programming error causes your procedure to loop indefinitely, use the Ctrl+Break key combination or close the Windows session to end the procedure. To access variables outside the routine, add an EXPOSE operand to the PROCEDURE instruction. List the desired variables after the EXPOSE keyword: /* Routine example using PROCEDURE instruction with EXPOSE operand headcount=0 tailcount=0 /* Toss a coin 100 times, report results do i=1 to 100 call cointoss /* Flip the coin say "Toss is" result ||". Heads=" headcount "Tails=" tailcount end /* do */ exit /* End main program



*/



*/ */



*/



cointoss: procedure expose headcount tailcount /* Expose the counter variables if random(1,2)=1 then do /* Pick a random number: 1 or 2 headcount=headcount+1 /* Bump counter... return "HEADS" /* ...and return English string end else tailcount=tailcount+1 return "TAILS"



To pass arguments to a routine, separate the arguments with commas: call myroutine arg1, "literal arg", arg3 myrc=myroutine(arg1, "literal arg", arg3)



In the routine, use the
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/* Call as subroutine */ /* Call as function */



PARSE ARG instruction to retrieve the argument.



*/ */ */ */



Chapter 4. Into the Object World Object Rexx includes features typical of an object-oriented language--features like subclassing, polymorphism, and data encapsulation. Object Rexx is an extension of the traditional Rexx language, which has been expanded to include classes, objects, and methods. These extensions do not replace traditional Rexx functions, or preclude the development or running of traditional Rexx programs. You can program as before, program with objects, or mix objects with regular Rexx instructions. The Rexx programming concepts that support the object-oriented features are described in this chapter.



4.1. What Is Object-Oriented Programming? Object-oriented programming is a way to write computer programs by focusing not on the instructions and operations a program uses to manipulate data, but on the data itself. First, the program simulates, or models, objects in the physical world as closely as possible. Then the objects interact with each other to produce the desired result. Real-world objects, such as a company’s employees, money in a bank account, or a report, are stored as data so the computer can act upon it. For example, when you print a report, print is the action and report is the object acted upon. Often several actions apply; you could also send or erase the report.



4.2. Modularizing Data In conventional, structured programming, actions like print are often isolated from the data by placing them in subroutines or modules. A module typically contains an operation for implementing one simple action. You might have a PRINT module, a SEND module, an ERASE module. These actions are independent of the data they operate on.
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Chapter 4. Into the Object World But with object-oriented programming, it is the data that is modularized. And each data module includes its own operations for performing actions directly related to its data. Figure 4-1. Modular Data--a Report Object



In the case of report, the report object would contain its own built-in PRINT, SEND, ERASE, and FILE operations. Object-oriented programming lets you model real-world objects--even very complex ones--precisely and elegantly. As a result, object manipulation becomes easier and computer instructions become simpler and can be modified later with minimal effort. Object-oriented programming hides any information that is not important for acting on an object, thereby concealing the object’s complexities. Complex tasks can then be initiated simply, at a very high level.



4.3. Modeling Objects In object-oriented programming, objects are modeled to real-world objects. A real-world object has actions related to it and characteristics of its own. Take a ball, for example. A ball can be acted on--rolled, tossed, thrown, bounced, caught. But it also has its own physical characteristics--size, shape, composition, weight, color, speed, position. An accurate data model of a real ball would define not only the physical characteristics but all related actions and characteristics in one package:
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Chapter 4. Into the Object World Figure 4-2. A Ball Object



In object-oriented programming, objects are the basic building blocks--the fundamental units of data. There are many kinds of objects; for example, character strings, collections, and input and output streams. An object--such as a character string--always consists of two parts: the possible actions or operations related to it, and its characteristics or variables. A variable has a variable name, and an associated data value that can change over time. These actions and characteristics are so closely associated that they cannot be separated: Figure 4-3. Ball Object with Variable Names and Values



To access an object’s data, you must always specify an action. For example, suppose the object is the number 5. Its actions might include addition, subtraction, multiplication, and division. Each of these actions is an interface to the object’s data. The data is said to be encapsulated because the only way to access it is through one of these surrounding actions. The encapsulated internal characteristics of an object are its variables. Variables are associated with an object and exist for the lifetime of that object:
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Chapter 4. Into the Object World Figure 4-4. Encapsulated 5 Object



Rexx comes with a basic set of classes for creating objects (see The Basics of Classes). Therefore, you can create objects that exactly match the needs of a particular application.



4.4. How Objects Interact The actions within an object are its only interface to other objects. Actions form a kind of "wall" that encapsulates the object, and shields its internal information from outside objects. This shielding is called information hiding. Information hiding protects an object’s data from corruption by outside objects, and also protects outside objects from relying on another object’s private data, which can change without warning. One object can act upon another (or cause it to act) only by calling that object’s actions, namely by sending messages. Objects respond to these messages by performing an action, returning data, or both. A message to an object must specify: •



A receiving object



•



The "message send" symbol, ~, which is called the twiddle



•



The action and, optionally in parentheses, any parameters required



So the message format looks like this: object~action(parameters)



Assume that the object is the string !iH. Sending it a message to use its REVERSE action: "!iH"~reverse



returns the string object Hi!.
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4.5. Methods Sending a message to an object results in performing some action; that is, it results in running some underlying code. The action-generating code is called a method. When you send a message to an object, you specify its method name in the message. Method names are character strings like REVERSE. In the preceding example, sending the reverse message to the !iH object causes it to run the REVERSE method. Most objects are capable of more than one action, and so have a number of available methods. The classes Rexx provides include their own predefined methods. The Message class, for example, has the COMPLETED, INIT, NOTIFY, RESULT, SEND, and START methods. When you create your own classes, you can write new methods for them in Rexx code. Much of the object programming in Rexx is writing the code for the methods you create.



4.6. Polymorphism Rexx lets you send the same message to objects that are different: "!iH"~reverse pen~reverse ball~reverse



/* Reverses the characters "!iH" to form "Hi!" /* Reverses the direction of a plotter pen /* Reverses the direction of a moving ball



*/ */ */



As long as each object has its own REVERSE method, REVERSE runs even if the programming implementation is different for each object. This ability to hide different functions behind a common interface is called polymorphism. As a result of information hiding, each object in the previous example knows only its own version of REVERSE. And even though the objects are different, each reverses itself as dictated by its own code. Although the !iH object’s REVERSE code is different from the plotter pen’s, the method name can be the same because Rexx keeps track of the methods each object owns. The ability to reuse the same method name so that one message can initiate more than one function is another feature of polymorphism. You do not need to have several message names like REVERSE_STRING, REVERSE_PEN, REVERSE_BALL. This keeps method-naming schemes simple and makes complex programs easy to follow and modify. The ability to hide the various implementations of a method while leaving the interface the same illustrates polymorphism at its lowest level. On a higher level, polymorphism permits extensive code reuse.



4.7. Classes and Instances In Rexx, objects are organized into classes. Classes are like templates; they define the methods and variables that a group of similar objects have in common and store them in one place. If you write a program to manipulate some screen icons, for example, you might create an Icon class. In that Icon class you can include all the icon objects with similar actions and characteristics:
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All the icon objects might use common methods like DRAW or ERASE. They might contain common variables like position, color, or size. What makes each icon object different from one another is the data assigned to its variables. For the Windows system icon, it might be position="20,20" while for the shredder it is "20,30" and for information it is "20,40" Figure 4-6. Icon Class



Objects that belong to a class are called instances of that class. As instances of the Icon class, the Windows system icon, shredder icon, and information icon acquire the methods and variables of that class. Instances behave as if they each had their own methods and variables of the same name. All instances, however, have their own unique properties--the data associated with the variables. Everything else can be stored at the class level.
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Chapter 4. Into the Object World Figure 4-7. Instances of the Icon Class



If you must update or change a particular method, you only have to change it at one place, at the class level. This single update is then acquired by every new instance that uses the method. A class that can create instances of an object is called an object class. The Icon class is an object class you can use to create other objects with similar properties, such as an application icon or a drives icon. An object class is like a factory for producing instances of the objects.



4.8. Data Abstraction The ability to create new, high-level data types and organize them into a meaningful class structure is called data abstraction. Data abstraction is at the core of object-oriented programming. Once you model objects with real-world properties from the basic data types, you can continue creating, assembling, and combining them into increasingly complex objects. Then you can use these objects as if they were part of the original programming language.



4.9. Subclasses, Superclasses, and Inheritance When you write your first object-oriented program, you do not have to begin your real-world modeling from scratch. Rexx provides predefined classes and methods. From there you can create additional classes and methods of your own, according to your needs. Rexx classes are hierarchical. The original class is called a base class or a superclass. The derived class is called a subclass. Subclasses inherit methods and data from one or more superclasses. A subclass can introduce new methods and data, and can override methods from the superclass.
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Chapter 4. Into the Object World Figure 4-8. Superclass and Subclasses



You can add a class to an existing superclass. For example, you might add the Icon class to the Screen-Object superclass: Figure 4-9. The Screen-Object Superclass



In this way, the subclass inherits additional methods from the superclass. A class can have more than one superclass, for example, subclass Bitmap might have the superclasses Screen-Object and Art-Object. Acquiring methods and variables from more than one superclass is known as multiple inheritance: Figure 4-10. Multiple Inheritance
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Chapter 5. The Basics of Classes Similar objects in Rexx are grouped into classes, forming a hierarchy. Rexx gives you a basic class hierarchy to start with. All of the classes in the hierarchy are described in detail in the Open Object Rexx: Reference. The following list shows the classes Rexx provides (there may be others in the system). The classes indented are subclasses. Classes in the list that are described later in this chapter are printed in bold: Object Alarm Class Collection classes Array List Queue Table Set Directory Relation Bag Message Method Monitor Stem Stream String Supplier



5.1. Rexx Classes for Programming The classes Rexx supplies provide the starting point for object-oriented programming. Some key classes that you are likely to work with are described in the following sections.



5.1.1. The Alarm Class The Alarm class is used to create objects with timing and notification capability. An alarm object is able to send a message to an object at any time in the future, and until then, you can cancel the alarm.



5.1.2. The Collection Classes The collection classes are used to manipulate collections of objects. A collection is an object that contains a number of items, which can be any objects. These manipulations might include counting objects, organizing them, or assigning them a supplier (for example, to indicate that a specific assortment of baked goods is supplied by the Pie-by-Night Bakery).
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Chapter 5. The Basics of Classes Rexx includes classes, for example, for arrays, lists, queues, tables, and directories. Each item stored in a Rexx collection has an associated index that you can use to retrieve the item from the collection with the AT or [] (left and right bracket) methods, and each collection defines its own acceptable index types: Array A sequenced collection of objects ordered by whole-number indexes. List A sequenced collection that lets you add new items at any position in the sequence. A list generates and returns an index value for each item placed in the list. The returned index remains valid until the item is removed from the list. Queue A sequenced collection of items ordered as a queue. You can remove items from the head of the queue and add items at either its tail or its head. Queues index the items with whole-number indexes, in the order in which the items would be removed. The current head of the queue has index 1, the item after the head item has index 2, up to the number of items in the queue. Table A collection of indexes that can be any object. For example, string objects, array objects, alarm objects, or any user-created object can be a table index. The Table class determines an index match by using the == comparison method to test for strict equality. A table contains no duplicate indexes. Directory A collection of character string indexes. Indexes are compared using the string == comparison method to test for strict equality. Relation A collection of indexes that can be any object (as with the Table class). A relation can contain duplicate indexes. Set A collection where the indexes are equal to the values. Set indexes can be any object (as with the Table class) and each index is unique. Bag A collection where the index is equal to the value. Bag indexes can be any object (as with the Table class) and each index can appear more than once.



5.1.3. The Message Class To manipulate message objects, you use the Message class. Methods created for this class are used, for example, to send a message, to notify the sender object when an error occurs or when message processing is complete, to return the results of that processing to the sender or to some other object, or to process the message object concurrently with the sender object.
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5.1.4. The Monitor Class The Monitor class provides a way to forward messages to a specified destination. Monitor methods let you initialize a monitor object, specify a destination object or use a previously specified one, and obtain the name of the current destination object.



5.1.5. The Stem Class A stem is a symbol that must start with a letter and end with a period, like "FRED." or "A.". The value of a stem is a stem object by default. A stem object is a collection of unique indexes that are character strings. Stem objects are automatically created when a Rexx stem variable or Rexx compound variable is used. In addition to the items assigned to the collection indexes, a stem object also has a default value that is used for all uninitialized indexes of the collection. You can assign a default value to a stem object and later retrieve this value.



5.1.6. The Stream Class Input and output streams let Rexx communicate with external objects, such as people, files, queues, serial interfaces, displays, and networks. In programming there are many stream actions that can be coded as methods for manipulating the various stream objects. These methods and objects are organized in the Stream class. The methods are used to open streams for reading or writing, close streams at the end of an operation, move the line-read or line-write position within a file stream, or get information about a stream. Methods are also provided to get character strings from a stream or send them to a stream, count characters in a stream, flush buffered data to a stream, query path specifications, time stamps, size, and other information from a stream, or do any other I/O stream manipulation (see Input and Output for examples).



5.1.7. The String Class Strings are data values that can have any length and contain any characters. They are subject to logical operations like AND, OR, exclusive OR, and logical NOT. Strings can be concatenated, copied, reversed, joined, and split. When strings are numeric, there is the need to perform arithmetic operations on them or find their absolute value or convert them from binary to hexadecimal, and vice versa. All this and more can be accomplished using the String class of objects.



5.1.8. The Supplier Class Some collections have suppliers: a bakery, for example, can supply certain breads, cookies, cakes and pies; a financial report can supply certain data, statistics, tables, and reports. The Supplier class is used to enumerate items that a collection contained when the supplier was created. For example, this class contains methods to verify if an item is available from a supplier (Does the Pie-by-Night Bakery sell chocolate cake?). Another method returns the index of the current item in a collection (What is the position of the apple pie record?). Others return the current collection item in a collection object, and the next item in the collection.
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Chapter 5. The Basics of Classes



5.2. Rexx Classes for Organizing Objects Rexx provides several key classes that form the basis for building class hierarchies.



5.2.1. The Object Class Because the topmost class in the hierarchy, or the root class, is the Object class, everything below it is an object. To interact with each other, objects require their own actions, called methods. These methods, which encode actions that are needed by all objects, belong to the Object class. Every other class in the hierarchy inherits the methods of the root class. Inheritance is the handing down of methods from a "parent" class--called a superclass--to all of its "descendent" classes--called subclasses. Finally, instances acquire methods from their classes. Any method created for the Object class is automatically made available to every other class in the hierarchy.



5.2.2. The Class Class The Class class is used for generating new classes. If a class is like a factory for producing instances, Class is like a factory for producing factories. Class is the parent of every new class in the hierarchy, and these all inherit Class-like characteristics. Class-like characteristics are methods and related variables, which reside in Class, to be used by all classes. A class that can be used to create another class is called a metaclass. The Class class is unique among Rexx classes in that it is the only metaclass that Rexx provides (see Metaclasses). As such, the Class’s methods not only make new classes, they make methods for use by the new class and its instances. They also make methods that only the new class itself can use, but not its instances. These are called class methods. They give a new class some power that is denied to its instances. Because each instance of Class is another class, that class inherits the Class’s instance methods as class methods. Thus if Class generates a Pizza factory instance, the factory-running actions (Class’s instance methods) become the class methods of the Pizza factory. Factory operations are class methods, and any new methods created to manipulate pizzas would be instance methods:
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Chapter 5. The Basics of Classes Figure 5-1. How Subclasses Inherit Instance Methods from the Class Class



As a programmer, you typically create classes by using directives, rather than the methods of the Class class. In particular, you’ll use the ::CLASS directive, described later in this section. The ::CLASS directive is a kind of Rexx clause that allows class definitions to be saved permanently, in a file, where they can be reused by other programs. Creating classes by using Class methods sent as messages is not recommended if permanency or reuse is required. At any rate, directives have class-creating powers similar to the Class methods.



5.3. Rexx Classes: The Big Picture The following figure diagrams the supplied Rexx classes, along with their methods. Figure 5-2. Classes and Inheritance of Methods (part 1 of 4) +---------------------------------------------------------------------------+
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Chapter 5. The Basics of Classes | Object | +-----------+----------+----------------+----------+----------+-------------+ NEW* | | | | | = +-------+ +--------+ +-------+ +------+ +-------+ == | Alarm | | Class* | | Array | | List | | Queue | \= +-------+ +--------+ +-------+ +------+ +-------+ CANCEL BASECLASS NEW OF* [] >< INIT DEFAULTNAME OF* [] []= \== DEFINE [] []= AT CLASS DELETE []= AT HASINDEX COPY ENHANCED AT FIRST ITEMS DEFAULTNAME ID DIMENSION FIRSTITEM MAKEARRAY HASMETHOD INHERIT FIRST HASINDEX PEEK INIT INIT HASINDEX INSERT PULL OBJECTNAME METACLASS ITEMS ITEMS PUSH OBJECTNAME= METHOD LAST LAST PUT REQUEST METHODS MAKEARRAY LASTITEM QUEUE RUN MIXINCLASS NEXT MAKEARRAY REMOVE SETMETHOD NEW PREVIOUS NEXT SUPPLIER START QUERYMIXINCLASS PUT PREVIOUS STRING SUBCLASS REMOVE PUT UNSETMETHOD SUBCLASSES SECTION REMOVE SUPERCLASSES SIZE SECTION UNINHERIT SUPPLIER SUPPLIER



* All of the methods under the Class class are both class and instance methods.NEW and OF are class methods.



Figure 5-3. Classes and Inheritance of Methods (Part 2 of 4) +---------------------------------------------------------------------------+ | Object (continued) | +---------------+--------------+---------------+------------+---------------+ | | | | | +-------+ +-----------+ +----------+ +---------+ +--------+ | Table | | Directory | | Relation | | Message | | Method | +-------+ +-----------+ +----------+ +---------+ +--------+ | [] [] | [] COMPLETED NEW* | []= []= | []= INIT NEWFILE | AT DIFFERENCE | ALLAT NOTIFY SETGUARDED | DIFFERENCE HASINDEX | ALLINDEX RESULT SETPRIVATE | HASINDEX INTERSECTION | AT SEND SETPROTECTED | INTERSECTION ITEMS | DIFFERENCE START SETSECURITYMANAGER | ITEMS MAKEARRAY | HASINDEX SETUNGUARDED | MAKEARRAY PUT | HASITEM SOURCE | PUT REMOVE | INDEX | REMOVE SETENTRY | INTERSECTION | SUBSET SETMETHOD | ITEMS | SUPPLIER SUBSET | MAKEARRAY | UNION SUPPLIER | PUT
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Chapter 5. The Basics of Classes | XOR | +-----+ | Set | +-----+ OF* [] []= AT HASINDEX ITEMS MAKEARRAY PUT REMOVE SUPPLIER



UNION UNKNOWN XOR



| REMOVE | REMOVEITM | SUBSET | SUPPLIER | UNION | XOR | +-----+ | Bag | +-----+ OF* [] []= HASINDEX MAKEARRAY PUT SUPPLIER



* All of the methods under the Class class are both class and instance methods.NEW and OF are class methods.



Figure 5-4. Classes and Inheritance of Methods (Part 3 of 4) +---------------------------------------------------------------------------+ | Object (continued) | +------------+------------------+----------+--------------------------------+ | | | | +---------+ +---------------+ +------+ +--------+ | Monitor | | MutableBuffer | | Stem | | Stream | +---------+ +---------------+ +------+ +--------+ CURRENT APPEND NEW* ARRAYIN DESTINATION DELETE [] ARRAYOUT INIT GETBUFFERSIZE []= CHARIN UNKNOWN INIT MAKEARRAY CHAROUT INSERT REQUEST CHARS LENGTH UNKNOWN CLOSE OVERLAY COMMAND SETBUFFERSIZE DESCRIPTION STRING FLUSH SUBSTR INIT LINEIN LINEOUT LINES MAKEARRAY OPEN POSITION QUALIFY QUERY SEEK STATE
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Chapter 5. The Basics of Classes SUPPLIER



* All of the methods under the Class class are both class and instance methods.NEW and OF are class methods.



Figure 5-5. Classes and Inheritance of Methods (Part 4 of 4) +---------------------------------------------------------------------------+ | Object (continued) | +-----------------------------+---------------------------------------------+ | | +--------+ +----------+ | String | | Supplier | +--------+ +----------+ NEW FORMAT NEW* "" (abuttal) INSERT AVAILABLE (arithmetic:) LASTPOS INDEX + - * / % // ** LEFT ITEM ’ ’ (blank) LENGTH NEXT ABBREV (logical:) ABS & && | BITAND \ BITOR MAKESTRING BITXOR MAX B2X MIN CENTER OVERLAY CHANGESTR POS COMPARE REVERSE (comparison:) RIGHT = \= >< SIGN > >= \> SPACE < > \>> >>= SUBSTR strptr, "%d", rc);



/* format return code string */ /* and set the correct length */ Retstr->strlength = strlen(Retstr->strptr); return 0; /* processing completed */ }



A.4.2. Subcommand Interface Functions The following sections explain the functions for registering and using subcommand handlers.



A.4.2.1. RexxRegisterSubcomDll RexxRegisterSubcomDll registers a subcommand handler that resides in a dynamic-link library routine. retc = RexxRegisterSubcomDll(EnvName, ModuleName, EntryPoint, UserArea, DropAuth);
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Appendix A. Rexx Application Programming Interfaces A.4.2.1.1. Parameters EnvName (PSZ) - input is the address of an ASCII subcommand handler name. ModuleName (PSZ) - input is the address of an ASCII dynamic-link library name. ModuleName is the DLL file containing the subcommand handler routine. EntryPoint (PSZ) - input is the address of an ASCII dynamic-link library procedure name. EntryPoint is the name of the exported routine within ModuleName that Rexx calls as a subcommand handler. UserArea (PUCHAR) - input is the address of an 8-byte area of user-defined information. The 8 bytes UserArea addresses are saved with the subcommand handler registration. UserArea can be null if there is no user information to be saved. The RexxQuerySubcom function can retrieve the saved user information. DropAuth (ULONG) - input is the drop authority. DropAuth identifies the processes that can deregister the subcommand handler. The possible DropAuth values are: RXSUBCOM_DROPPABLE Any process can deregister the subcommand handler with RexxDeregisterSubcom. RXSUBCOM_NONDROP Only a thread within the same process as the thread that registered the handler can deregister the handler with RexxDeregisterSubcom.



A.4.2.1.2. Return Codes RXSUBCOM_OK



0



A subcommand has executed successfully.



RXSUBCOM_DUP



10



A duplicate handler name has been successfully registered. There is either an executable handler with the same name registered in another process, or a DLL handler with the same name registered in another DLL. (To address this subcommand, you must specify its library name.)
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RXSUBCOM_NOTREG



30



Registration was unsuccessful due to duplicate handler and dynalink names (RexxRegisterSubcomExe or RexxRegisterSubcomDll); the subroutine environment is not registered (other Rexx subcommand functions).



RXSUBCOM_NOEMEM



1002



There is insufficient memory available to complete this request.



A.4.2.1.3. Remarks EntryPoint can only be a 32-bit routine.



A.4.2.2. RexxRegisterSubcomExe RexxRegisterSubcomExe registers a subcommand handler that resides within the application code. retc = RexxRegisterSubcomExe(EnvName, EntryPoint, UserArea);



A.4.2.2.1. Parameters EnvName (PSZ) - input is the address of an ASCII subcommand handler name. EntryPoint (PFN) - input is the address of the subcommand handler entry point within the application executable code. UserArea (PUCHAR) - input is the address of an 8-byte area of user-defined information. The 8 bytes UserArea addresses are saved with the subcommand handler registration. UserArea can be null if there is no user information to be saved. The RexxQuerySubcom function can retrieve the user information.



A.4.2.2.2. Return Codes
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RXSUBCOM_OK



0



A subcommand has executed successfully.



RXSUBCOM_DUP



10



A duplicate handler name has been successfully registered. There is either an executable handler with the same name registered in another process, or a DLL handler with the same name registered in another DLL. (To address this subcommand, you must specify its library name.)



Appendix A. Rexx Application Programming Interfaces



RXSUBCOM_NOTREG



30



Registration was unsuccessful due to duplicate handler and dynalink names (RexxRegisterSubcomExe or RexxRegisterSubcomDll); the subroutine environment is not registered (other Rexx subcommand functions).



RXSUBCOM_NOEMEM



1002



There is insufficient memory available to complete this request.



A.4.2.2.3. Remarks If EnvName is the same as a subcommand handler already registered with RexxRegisterSubcomDll, RexxRegisterSubcomExe returns RXSUBCOM_DUP. This is not an error condition. It means that RexxRegisterSubcomExe has successfully registered the new subcommand handler. A Rexx procedure can register dynamic-link library subcommand handlers with the RXSUBCOM command. For example: /* register Dialog Manager /* subcommand handler "RXSUBCOM REGISTER ISPCIR ISPCIR ISPCIR" Address ispcir /* send commands to dialog mgr



*/ */ */



The RXSUBCOM command registers the Dialog Manager subcommand handler ISPCIR as routine ISPCIR in the ISPCIR dynamic-link library.



A.4.2.2.4. Example WORKAREARECORD



*user_info[2];



user_info[0] = global_workarea; user_info[1] = NULL;



/* saved user information



*/



/* save global work area for /* re-entrance



*/ */



rc = RexxRegisterSubcomExe("Editor", /* register editor handler &Edit_Commands, /* located at this address user_info); /* save global pointer



*/ */ */



A.4.2.3. RexxDeregisterSubcom RexxDeregisterSubcom deregisters a subcommand handler. retc = RexxDeregisterSubcom(EnvName, ModuleName);



A.4.2.3.1. Parameters
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Appendix A. Rexx Application Programming Interfaces EnvName (PSZ) - input is the address of an ASCII subcommand handler name. ModuleName (PSZ) - input is the address of an ASCII dynamic-link library name. ModuleName is the name of the dynamic-link library containing the registered subcommand handler. When ModuleName is null, RexxDeregisterSubcom searches the RexxRegisterSubcomExe subcommand handler list for a handler within the current process. If RexxDeregisterSubcom does not find a RexxRegisterSubcomExe handler, it searches the RexxRegisterSubcomDll subcommand handler list.



A.4.2.3.2. Return Codes RXSUBCOM_OK



0



A subcommand has executed successfully.



RXSUBCOM_NOTREG



30



Registration was unsuccessful due to duplicate handler and dynalink names (RexxRegisterSubcomExe or RexxRegisterSubcomDll); the subroutine environment is not registered (other Rexx subcommand functions).



RXSUBCOM_NOCANDROP



40



The subcommand handler has been registered as "not droppable."



A.4.2.3.3. Remarks The handler is removed from the active subcommand handler list.



A.4.2.4. RexxQuerySubcom RexxQuerySubcom queries a subcommand handler and retrieves saved user information. retc = RexxQuerySubcom(EnvName, ModuleName, Flag, UserWord);



A.4.2.4.1. Parameters EnvName (PSZ) - input is the address of an ASCII subcommand handler name. ModuleName (PSZ) - input is the address of an ASCII dynamic-link library name. ModuleName restricts the query to a subcommand handler within the ModuleName dynamic-link library. When ModuleName is null, RexxQuerySubcom searches the RexxRegisterSubcomExe subcommand handler list for a handler
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Appendix A. Rexx Application Programming Interfaces within the current process. If RexxQuerySubcom does not find a RexxRegisterSubcomExe handler, it searches the RexxRegisterSubcomDll subcommand handler list. Flag (PUSHORT) - output is the subcommand handler registration flag. Flag is the EnvName subcommand handler registration status. When RexxQuerySubcom returns RXSUBCOM_OK, the EnvName subcommand handler is currently registered. When RexxQuerySubcom returns RXSUBCOM_NOTREG, the EnvName subcommand handler is not registered. UserWord (PUCHAR) - output is the address of an 8-byte area that receives the user information saved with RexxRegisterSubcomExe or RexxRegisterSubcomDll. UserWord can be null if the saved user information is not required.



A.4.2.4.2. Return Codes RXSUBCOM_OK



0



A subcommand has executed successfully.



RXSUBCOM_NOTREG



30



Registration was unsuccessful due to duplicate handler and dynalink names (RexxRegisterSubcomExe or RexxRegisterSubcomDll); the subroutine environment is not registered (other Rexx subcommand functions).



A.4.2.4.3. Example ULONG APIENTRY Edit_Commands( PRXSTRING Command, /* Command string passed from the caller PUSHORT Flags, /* pointer too short for return of flags PRXSTRING Retstr) /* pointer to RXSTRING for RC return { WORKAREARECORD *user_info[2]; /* saved user information WORKAREARECORD global_workarea; /* application data anchor USHORT query_flag; /* flag for handler query



*/ */ */ */ */ */



rc = RexxQuerySubcom("Editor", NULL, &query_flag, user_info);



/* retrieve application work /* area anchor from Rexx



*/ */



global_workarea = user_info[0];



/* set the global anchor



*/
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A.5. External Function Interface There are two types of Rexx external functions: •



Routines written in Rexx



•



Routines written in other Windows-supported languages



External functions written in Rexx do not need to be registered. These functions are found by a disk search for a Rexx procedure file that matches the function name.



A.5.1. Registering External Functions An external function can reside in the same module (executable or DLL) as an application, or in a separate dynamic-link library. RexxRegisterFunctionExe registers external functions within an application module. External functions registered with RexxRegisterFunctionExe are available only to Rexx programs called from the registering application. The RexxRegisterFunctionDll interface registers external functions that reside in a dynamic-link library. Any Rexx program can access such an external function after it is registered. It can also be registered directly from a Rexx program using the Rexx RXFUNCADD built-in function.



A.5.1.1. Creating External Functions The following is a sample external function definition: ULONG APIENTRY PSZ LONG RXSTRING PSZ PRXSTRING



SysLoadFuncs( Name, Argc, Argv[], Queuename, Retstr)



/* /* /* /* /*



name of the function number of arguments list of argument strings current queue name returned result string



*/ */ */ */ */



where: Name is the address of an ASCII function name used to call the external function. Argc is the number of elements in the Argv array. Argv contains Argc RXSTRINGs. Argv is an array of null-terminated RXSTRINGs for the function arguments. Queuename is the name of the currently defined external Rexx data queue.
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Appendix A. Rexx Application Programming Interfaces Retstr is the address of an RXSTRING for the returned value. Retstr is a character string function or subroutine return value. When a Rexx program calls an external function with the Rexx CALL instruction, Retstr is assigned to the special Rexx variable RESULT. When the Rexx program calls an external function with a function call, Retstr is used directly within the Rexx expression. The Rexx interpreter provides a default 256-byte RXSTRING in Retstr. A longer RXSTRING can be allocated with GlobalAlloc(size) if the returned string is longer than 256 bytes. The Rexx interpreter releases Retstr with GlobalFree(ptr) when the external function completes.



Returns is an integer return code from the function. When the external function returns 0, the function completed successfully. Retstr contains the return value. When the external function returns a nonzero return code, the Rexx interpreter raises Rexx error 40, "Incorrect call to routine". The Retstr value is ignored. If the external function does not have a return value, the function must set Retstr to an empty RXSTRING (null strptr). When an external function called as a function does not return a value, the interpreter raises error 44, "Function or message did not return data". When an external function called with the Rexx CALL instruction does not return a value, the Rexx interpreter drops (unassigns) the special variable RESULT.



A.5.2. Calling External Functions RexxRegisterFunctionExe external functions are local to the registering process. Another process can call the RexxRegisterFunctionExe to make these functions local to this process. RexxRegisterFunctionDll functions, however, are available to all processes. The function names cannot be duplicated.



A.5.2.1. Example ULONG APIENTRY PSZ LONG RXSTRING PSZ PRXSTRING { ULONG rc;



SysMkDir( Name, Argc, Argv[], Queuename, Retstr)



if (Argc != 1) return 40;



/* /* /* /* /*



name of the function number of arguments list of argument strings current queue name returned result string



*/ */ */ */ */



/* Return code of function



*/



/* must be 1 argument /* incorrect call if not



*/ */



/* make the directory rc = !CreateDirectory(Argv[0].strptr, NULL);



*/
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Appendix A. Rexx Application Programming Interfaces sprintf(Retstr->strptr, "%d", rc);



/* result: 0 failed /* set proper string length Retstr->strlength = strlen(Retstr->strptr); return 0; /* successful completion



*/ */ */



}



A.5.3. External Function Interface Functions The following sections explain the functions for registering and using external functions.



A.5.3.1. RexxRegisterFunctionDll RexxRegisterFunctionDll registers an external function that resides in a dynamic-link library routine. retc = RexxRegisterFunctionDll(FuncName, ModuleName, EntryPoint);



A.5.3.1.1. Parameters FuncName (PSZ) - input is the address of an external function name. The function name must not exceed 1024 characters. ModuleName (PSZ) - input is the address of an ASCII dynamic-link library name. ModuleName is the DLL file containing the external function routine. EntryPoint (PSZ) - input is the address of an ASCII dynamic-link procedure name. EntryPoint is the name of the exported external function routine within ModuleName.



A.5.3.1.2. Return Codes RXFUNC_OK



0



The call to the function completed successfully.



RXFUNC_DEFINED



10



The requested function is already registered.



RXFUNC_NOMEM



20



There is not enough memory to register a new function.



A.5.3.1.3. Remarks EntryPoint can only be a 32-bit routine. External functions that reside in a dynamic-link library routine must be exported. You can do this by specifying a module-definition (.DEF) file that lists the external functions in the EXPORT section. You must export these functions with both the mixed-case and the uppercase name. For example:
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A Rexx procedure can register dynamic-link library-external functions with the RXFUNCADD built-in function. For example: /* register function SysLoadFuncs */ /* in dynamic link library RexxUTIL*/ Call RxFuncAdd "SysLoadFuncs", "RexxUTIL", "SysLoadFuncs" Call SysLoadFuncs /* call to load other functions */



RXFUNCADD registers the external function SysLoadFuncs as routine SysLoadFuncs in the RexxUTIL dynamic-link library. SysLoadFuncs registers additional functions in RexxUTIL.DLL with RexxRegisterFunctionDll. See the SysLoadFuncs routine below for a function registration example.



A.5.3.1.4. Example static PSZ RxFncTable[] = { "SysCls", "SysCurpos", "SysCurState", "SysDriveInfo", }



ULONG SysLoadFuncs( PSZ Name, LONG Argc, RXSTRING Argv[], PSZ Queuename, PRXSTRING Retstr) { INT entries; INT j;



/* function package list



*/



/* /* /* /* /*



*/ */ */ */ */



name of the function number of arguments list of argument strings current queue name returned result string



/* Number of entries /* counter



*/ */



Retstr->strlength = 0;



/* set null string return



*/



if (Argc > 0) return 40;



/* check arguments /* too many, raise an error



*/ */



/* get count of arguments entries = sizeof(RxFncTable)/sizeof(PSZ); /* register each function in for (j = 0; j < entries; j++) { /* the table RexxRegisterFunctionDll(RxFncTable[j], "RexxUTIL", RxFncTable[j]); } return 0; /* successful completion



*/ */ */



*/



}
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A.5.3.2. RexxRegisterFunctionExe RexxRegisterFunctionExe registers an external function that resides within the application code. retc = RexxRegisterFunctionExe(FuncName, EntryPoint);



A.5.3.2.1. Parameters FuncName (PSZ) - input is the address of an external function name. The function name must not exceed 1024 characters. EntryPoint (PFN) - input is the address of the external function entry point within the executable application file. Functions registered with RexxRegisterFunctionExe are local to the current process. Rexx procedures in the same process as the RexxRegisterFunctionExe issuer can call local external functions.



A.5.3.2.2. Return Codes RXFUNC_OK



0



The call to the function completed successfully.



RXFUNC_DEFINED



10



The requested function is already registered.



RXFUNC_NOMEM



20



There is not enough memory to register a new function.



A.5.3.3. RexxDeregisterFunction RexxDeregisterFunction deregisters an external function. retc = RexxDeregisterFunction(FuncName);



A.5.3.3.1. Parameters FuncName (PSZ) - input is the address of an external function name to be deregistered.



A.5.3.3.2. Return Codes
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RXFUNC_DEFINED



10



The requested function is already registered.



RXFUNC_NOTREG



30



The requested function is not registered.
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A.5.3.4. RexxQueryFunction RexxQueryFunction queries the existence of a registered external function. retc = RexxQueryFunction(FuncName);



A.5.3.4.1. Parameters FuncName (PSZ) - input is the address of an external function name to be queried.



A.5.3.4.2. Return Codes RXFUNC_OK



0



The call to the function completed successfully.



RXFUNC_NOTREG



30



The requested function is not registered.



A.5.3.4.3. Remarks RexxQueryFunction returns RXFUNC_OK only if the requested function is available to the current process. If not, the RexxQueryFunction searches the external RexxRegisterFunctionDll function list.



A.6. System Exit Interface The Rexx system exits let the programmer create a customized Rexx operating environment. You can set up user-defined exit handlers to process specific Rexx activities. Applications can create exits for: •



The administration of resources at the beginning and the end of interpretation



•



Linkages to external functions and subcommand handlers



•



Special language features; for example, input and output to standard resources



•



Polling for halt and external trace events



Exit handlers are similar to subcommand handlers and external functions. Applications must register named exit handlers with the Rexx interpreter. Exit handlers can reside in dynamic-link libraries or within an executable application module.



A.6.1. Writing System Exit Handlers The following is a sample exit handler definition:
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Appendix A. Rexx Application Programming Interfaces LONG APIENTRY Rexx_IO_exit( LONG ExitNumber, /* code defining the exit function */ LONG Subfunction, /* code defining the exit subfunction */ PEXIT ParmBlock); /* function-dependent control block */



where: ExitNumber is the major function code defining the type of exit call. Subfunction is the subfunction code defining the exit event for the call. ParmBlock is a pointer to the exit parameter list. The exit parameter list contains exit-specific information. See the exit descriptions following the parameter list formats. Note: Some exit subfunctions do not have parameters. ParmBlock is set to null for exit subfunctions without parameters.



A.6.1.1. Exit Return Codes Exit handlers return an integer value that signals one of the following actions: RXEXIT_HANDLED The exit handler processed the exit subfunction and updated the subfunction parameter list as required. The Rexx interpreter continues with processing as usual. RXEXIT_NOT_HANDLED The exit handler did not process the exit subfunction. The Rexx interpreter processes the subfunction as if the exit handler were not called. RXEXIT_RAISE_ERROR A fatal error occurred in the exit handler. The Rexx interpreter raises Rexx error 48 ("Failure in system service"). For example, if an application creates an input/output exit handler, one of the following happens: •
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When the exit handler returns RXEXIT_NOT_HANDLED for an RXSIOSAY subfunction, the Rexx interpreter writes the output line to STDOUT.



Appendix A. Rexx Application Programming Interfaces •



When the exit handler returns RXEXIT_HANDLED for an RXSIOSAY subfunction, the Rexx interpreter assumes the exit handler has handled all required output. The interpreter does not write the output line to STDOUT.



•



When the exit handler returns RXEXIT_RAISE_ERROR for an RXSIOSAY subfunction, the interpreter raises Rexx error 48, "Failure in system service".



A.6.1.2. Exit Parameters Each exit subfunction has a different parameter list. All RXSTRING exit subfunction parameters are passed as null-terminated RXSTRINGs. The RXSTRING value can also contain null characters. For some exit subfunctions, the exit handler can return an RXSTRING character result in the parameter list. The interpreter provides a default 256-byte RXSTRING for the result string. If the result is longer than 256 bytes, a new RXSTRING can be allocated using GlobalAlloc(size). The Rexx interpreter returns the RXSTRING storage for the exit handler.



A.6.1.3. Identifying Exit Handlers to Rexx System exit handlers must be registered with RexxRegisterExitDll or RexxRegisterExitExe. The system exit handler registration is similar to the subcommand handler registration. The Rexx system exits are enabled with the RexxStart function parameter Exits. Exits is a pointer to an array of RXSYSEXIT structures. Each RXSYSEXIT structure in the array contains a Rexx exit code and the address of an ASCII exit handler name. The RXENDLST exit code marks the exit list end. typedef struct { PSZ LONG } RXSYSEXIT;



sysexit_name; sysexit_code;



/* name of exit handler /* system exit function code



*/ */



The Rexx interpreter calls the registered exit handler named in sysexit_name for all of the sysexit_code subfunctions. A.6.1.3.1. Example ... { WORKAREARECORD *user_info[2]; RXSYSEXIT exit_list[2]; user_info[0] = global_workarea; user_info[1] = NULL;



/* saved user information /* system exit list



*/ */



/* save global work area for /* re-entrance



*/ */



rc = RexxRegisterExitExe("EditInit", /* register exit handler &Init_exit, /* located at this address user_info); /* save global pointer



*/ */ */



/* set up for RXINI exit exit_list[0].sysexit_name = "EditInit"; exit_list[0].sysexit_code = RXINI;



*/
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Appendix A. Rexx Application Programming Interfaces exit_list[1].sysexit_code = RXENDLST; return_code = RexxStart(1, argv, "CHANGE.ED", NULL, "Editor", RXCOMMAND, exit_list, &rc, &retstr);



/* /* /* /* /* /* /* /* /*



one argument argument array Rexx procedure name use disk version default address name calling as a subcommand exit list converted return code returned result



/* process return value



*/ */ */ */ */ */ */ */ */ */



... } LONG APIENTRY Init_exit( LONG ExitNumber, /* code defining the exit function */ LONG Subfunction, /* code defining the exit subfunction */ PEXIT ParmBlock) /* function dependent control block */ { WORKAREARECORD *user_info[2]; /* saved user information WORKAREARECORD global_workarea; /* application data anchor USHORT query_flag; /* flag for handler query



*/ */ */



rc = RexxQueryExit("EditInit", NULL, &query_flag, user_info);



/* retrieve application work /* area anchor from Rexx



*/ */



global_workarea = user_info[0];



/* set the global anchor



*/



if (global_workarea->rexx_trace)



/* trace at start? */ /* turn on macro tracing */ RexxSetTrace(global_workarea->rexx_pid, global_workarea->rexx_tid); return RXEXIT_HANDLED; /* successfully handled */ }



A.6.2. System Exit Definitions The Rexx interpreter supports the following system exits: RXFNC External function call exit. RXFNCCAL Call an external function.
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Appendix A. Rexx Application Programming Interfaces RXCMD Subcommand call exit. RXCMDHST Call a subcommand handler. RXMSQ External data queue exit. RXMSQPLL Pull a line from the external data queue. RXMSQPSH Place a line in the external data queue. RXMSQSIZ Return the number of lines in the external data queue. RXMSQNAM Set the active external data queue name. RXSIO Standard input and output exit. RXSIOSAY Write a line to the standard output stream for the SAY instruction. RXSIOTRC Write a line to the standard error stream for the Rexx trace or Rexx error messages. RXSIOTRD Read a line from the standard input stream for PULL or PARSE PULL. RXSIODTR Read a line from the standard input stream for interactive debugging. RXHLT Halt processing exit. RXHLTTST Test for a HALT condition.
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Appendix A. Rexx Application Programming Interfaces RXHLTCLR Clear a HALT condition. RXTRC External trace exit. RXTRCTST Test for an external trace event. RXINI Initialization exit. RXINIEXT Allow additional Rexx procedure initialization. RXTER Termination exit. RXTEREXT Process Rexx procedure termination. The following sections describe each exit subfunction, including: •



The service the subfunction provides



•



When Rexx calls the exit handler



•



The default action when the exit is not provided or the exit handler does not process the subfunction



•



The exit action



•



The subfunction parameter list



•



The state of the variable pool interface during the exit handler call (the variable pool interface is fully enabled for the RXCMD, RXFNC, RXINI, RXTER, RXHLT, RXCMD, RXFNC, RXSIO, and RXMSQ exit handler calls.



A.6.2.1. RXFNC Processes calls to external functions. Note: The variable pool interface is fully enabled during calls to the RXFNC exit handler.
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Appendix A. Rexx Application Programming Interfaces RXFNCCAL Processes calls to external functions. •



When called: When Rexx calls an external subroutine or function.



•



Default action: Call the external routine using the usual external function search order.



•



Exit action: Call the external routine, if possible.



•



Continuation: If necessary, raise Rexx error 40 ("Incorrect call to routine"), 43 ("Routine not found"), or 44 ("Function or message did not return data").



•



Parameter list: typedef struct struct { unsigned unsigned unsigned



{ rxfferr : 1; rxffnfnd : 1; rxffsub : 1;



/* /* /* /* /* /*



Invalid call to routine. Function not found. Called as a subroutine if TRUE. Return values are optional for subroutines, required for functions.



*/ */ */ */ */ */



/* /* /* /* /* /* /* /* /* /*



Pointer to function name. Length of function name. Current queue name. Length of queue name. Number of args in list. Pointer to argument list. List mimics argv list for function calls, an array of RXSTRINGs. Return value.



*/ */ */ */ */ */ */ */ */ */



} rxfnc_flags ; PUCHAR USHORT PUCHAR USHORT USHORT PRXSTRING



rxfnc_name; rxfnc_namel; rxfnc_que; rxfnc_quel; rxfnc_argc; rxfnc_argv;



RXSTRING } RXFNCCAL_PARM;



rxfnc_retc;



The name of the external function is defined by rxfnc_name and rxfnc_namel. The arguments to the function are in rxfnc_argc and rxfnc_argv. If you call the named external function with the Rexx CALL instruction (rather than using a function call), the flag rxffsub is TRUE. The exit handler can set rxfnc_flags to indicate whether the external function call was successful. If neither rxfferr nor rxffnfnd is TRUE, the exit handler successfully called the external function. The error flags are checked only when the exit handler handles the request. The exit handler sets rxffnfnd to TRUE when the exit handler cannot locate the external function. The interpreter raises Rexx error 43, "Routine not found". The exit handler sets rxfferr to TRUE when the exit handler locates the external function, but the external function returned an error return code. The Rexx interpreter raises error 40, "Incorrect call to routine." The exit handler returns the external function result in the rxfnc_retc RXSTRING. The Rexx interpreter raises error 44, "Function or method did not return data," when the external routine is called as a function and the exit handler does not return a result. When the external routine is called with the Rexx CALL instruction, a result is not required.
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A.6.2.2. RXCMD Processes calls to subcommand handlers. Note: The variable pool interface function is fully enabled during calls to the RXCMD exit handlers.



RXCMDHST Calls a named subcommand handler. •



When called: When Rexx procedure issues a command.



•



Default action: Call the named subcommand handler specified by the current Rexx ADDRESS setting.



•



Exit action: Process the call to a named subcommand handler.



•



Continuation: Raise the ERROR or FAILURE condition when indicated by the parameter list flags.



•



Parameter list: typedef struct { struct { unsigned rxfcfail : 1; unsigned rxfcerr



: 1;



} rxcmd_flags; PUCHAR USHORT PUCHAR USHORT



rxcmd_address; rxcmd_addressl; rxcmd_dll; rxcmd_dll_len;



RXSTRING RXSTRING



rxcmd_command; rxcmd_retc;



/* /* /* /* /* /*



Condition flags Command failed. Trap with CALL or SIGNAL on FAILURE. Command ERROR occurred. Trap with CALL or SIGNAL on ERROR.



*/ */ */ */ */ */



/* /* /* /* /* /* /* /*



Pointer to address name. Length of address name. dll name for command. Length of dll name. 0 ==> executable file. The command string. Pointer to return code buffer. User allocated.



*/ */ */ */ */ */ */ */



} RXCMDHST_PARM;



The rxcmd_command field contains the issued command. Rxcmd_address, rxcmd_addressl, rxcmd_dll, and rxcmd_dll_len fully define the current ADDRESS setting. Rxcmd_retc is an RXSTRING for the return code value assigned to Rexx special variable RC. The exit handler can set rxfcfail or rxfcerr to TRUE to raise an ERROR or FAILURE condition.



A.6.2.3. RXMSQ External data queue exit.
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Appendix A. Rexx Application Programming Interfaces RXMSQPLL Pulls a line from the external data queue. •



When called: When a Rexx PULL instruction, PARSE PULL instruction, or LINEIN built-in function reads a line from the external data queue.



•



Default action: Remove a line from the current Rexx data queue.



•



Exit action: Return a line from the data queue that the exit handler provided.



•



Parameter list: typedef struct { RXSTRING



rxmsq_retc;



/* Pointer to dequeued entry /* buffer. User allocated.



*/ */



} RXMSQPLL_PARM;



The exit handler returns the queue line in the rxmsq_retc RXSTRING.



RXMSQPSH Places a line in the external data queue. •



When called: When a Rexx PUSH instruction, QUEUE instruction, or LINEOUT built-in function adds a line to the data queue.



•



Default action: Add the line to the current Rexx data queue.



•



Exit action: Add the line to the data queue that the exit handler provided.



•



Parameter list: typedef struct { struct { unsigned rxfmlifo : 1; } rxmsq_flags; RXSTRING } RXMSQPSH_PARM;



rxmsq_value;



/* Operation flag */ /* Stack entry LIFO when TRUE, */ /* FIFO when FALSE. */ /* The entry to be pushed.



*/



The rxmsq_value RXSTRING contains the line added to the queue. It is the responsibility of the exit handler to truncate the string if the exit handler data queue has a maximum length restriction. Rxfmlifo is the stacking order (LIFO or FIFO).



RXMSQSIZ Returns the number of lines in the external data queue. •



When called: When the Rexx QUEUED built-in function requests the size of the external data queue.



•



Default action: Request the size of the current Rexx data queue.



•



Exit action: Return the size of the data queue that the exit handler provided.
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Appendix A. Rexx Application Programming Interfaces •



Parameter list: typedef struct { ULONG } RXMSQSIZ_PARM;



rxmsq_size;



/* Number of Lines in Queue



*/



The exit handler returns the number of queue lines in rxmsq_size.



RXMSQNAM Sets the name of the active external data queue. •



When called: Called by the RXQUEUE("SET", newname) built-in function.



•



Default action: Change the current default queue to newname.



•



Exit action: Change the default queue name for the data queue that the exit handler provided.



•



Parameter list: typedef struct { RXSTRING



rxmsq_name;



/* RXSTRING containing /* queue name.



*/ */



} RXMSQNAM_PARM;



rxmsq_name contains the new queue name.



A.6.2.4. RXSIO Standard input and output. Note: The PARSE LINEIN instruction and the LINEIN, LINEOUT, LINES, CHARIN, CHAROUT, and CHARS built-in functions do not call the RXSIO exit handler.



RXSIOSAY Writes a line to the standard output stream. •



When called: When the SAY instruction writes a line to the standard output stream.



•



Default action: Write a line to the standard output stream (STDOUT).



•



Exit action: Write a line to the output stream that the exit handler provided.



•



Parameter list: typedef struct { RXSTRING } RXSIOSAY_PARM;
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rxsio_string;



/* String to display.



*/



Appendix A. Rexx Application Programming Interfaces The output line is contained in rxsio_string. The output line can be of any length. It is the responsibility of the exit handler to truncate or split the line if necessary.



RXSIOTRC Writes trace and error message output to the standard error stream. •



When called: To output lines of trace output and Rexx error messages.



•



Default action: Write a line to the standard error stream (.ERROR).



•



Exit action: Write a line to the error output stream that the exit handler provided.



•



Parameter list: typedef struct { RXSTRING } RXSIOTRC_PARM;



rxsio_string;



/* Trace line to display.



*/



The output line is contained in rxsio_string. The output line can be of any length. It is the responsibility of the exit handler to truncate or split the line if necessary.



RXSIOTRD Reads from standard input stream. •



When called: To read from the standard input stream for the Rexx PULL and PARSE PULL instructions.



•



Default action: Read a line from the standard input stream (STDIN).



•



Exit action: Return a line from the standard input stream that the exit handler provided.



•



Parameter list: typedef struct { RXSTRING } RXSIOTRD_PARM;



rxsiotrd_retc;



/* RXSTRING for output.



*/



The input stream line is returned in the rxsiotrd_retc RXSTRING.



RXSIODTR Interactive debug input. •



When called: To read from the debug input stream for interactive debug prompts.



•



Default action: Read a line from the standard input stream (STDIN).



•



Exit action: Return a line from the standard debug stream that the exit handler provided.



•



Parameter list: typedef struct { RXSTRING



rxsiodtr_retc;



/* RXSTRING for output.



*/
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Appendix A. Rexx Application Programming Interfaces } RXSIODTR_PARM;



The input stream line is returned in the rxsiodtr_retc RXSTRING.



A.6.2.5. RXHLT HALT condition processing. Because the RXHLT exit handler is called after every Rexx instruction, enabling this exit slows Rexx program execution. The RexxSetHalt function can halt a Rexx program without between-instruction polling. RXHLTTST Tests the HALT indicator. •



When called: When the interpreter polls externally raises HALT conditions. The exit will be called after completion of every Rexx instruction.



•



Default action: The interpreter uses the system facilities for trapping Cntrl-Break signals.



•



Exit action: Return the current state of the HALT condition (either TRUE or FALSE).



•



Continuation: Raise the Rexx HALT condition if the exit handler returns TRUE.



•



Parameter list: typedef struct { struct { unsigned rxfhhalt : 1; } rxhlt_flags; } RXHLTTST_PARM;



/* Halt flag /* Set if HALT occurred.



*/ */



If the exit handler sets rxfhhalt to TRUE, the HALT condition is raised in the Rexx program. The Rexx program can retrieve the reason string using the CONDITION("D") built-in function.



RXHLTCLR Clears the HALT condition.
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•



When called: When the interpreter has recognized and raised a HALT condition, to acknowledge processing of the HALT condition.



•



Default action: The interpreter resets the Cntrl-Break signal handlers.



•



Exit action: Reset exit handler HALT state to FALSE.



•



Parameters: None.
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A.6.2.6. RXTRC Tests the external trace indicator. Note: Because the RXTRC exit is called after every Rexx instruction, enabling this exit slows Rexx procedure execution. The RexxSetTrace function can turn on Rexx tracing without the between-instruction polling.



RXTRCTST Tests the external trace indicator. •



When called: When the interpreter polls for an external trace event. The exit is called after completion of every Rexx instruction.



•



Default action: None.



•



Exit action: Return the current state of external tracing (either TRUE or FALSE).



•



Continuation: When the exit handler switches from FALSE to TRUE, the Rexx interpreter enters the interactive Rexx debug mode using TRACE ?R level of tracing. When the exit handler switches from TRUE to FALSE, the Rexx interpreter exits the interactive debug mode.



•



Parameter list: typedef struct { struct { unsigned rxftrace : 1; } rxtrc_flags; } RXTRCTST_PARM;



/* External trace setting



*/



If the exit handler switches rxftrace to TRUE, Rexx switches on the interactive debug mode. If the exit handler switches rxftrace to FALSE, Rexx switches off the interactive debug mode.



A.6.2.7. RXINI Initialization processing. This exit is called as the last step of Rexx program initialization. Note: The variable pool interface is fully enabled for this exit.



RXINIEXT Initialization exit. •



When called: Before the first instruction of the Rexx procedure is interpreted.



•



Default action: None.



•



Exit action: The exit handler can perform additional initialization. For example:
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•



•



Use RexxVariablePool to initialize application-specific variables.



•



Use RexxSetTrace to switch on the interactive Rexx debug mode.



Parameters: None.



A.6.2.8. RXTER Termination processing. The RXTER exit is called as the first step of Rexx program termination. Note: The variable pool interface is fully enabled for this exit.



RXTEREXT Termination exit. •



When called: After the last instruction of the Rexx procedure has been interpreted.



•



Default action: None.



•



Exit action: The exit handler can perform additional termination activities. For example, the exit handler can use RexxVariablePool to retrieve the Rexx variable values.



•



Parameters: None.



A.6.3. System Exit Interface Functions The system exit functions are similar to the subcommand handler functions. The system exit functions are:



A.6.3.1. RexxRegisterExitDll RexxRegisterExitDll registers an exit handler that resides in a dynamic-link library routine. retc = RexxRegisterExitDll(ExitName, ModuleName, EntryPoint, UserArea, DropAuth);



A.6.3.1.1. Parameters ExitName (PSZ) - input is the address of an ASCII exit handler name.
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Appendix A. Rexx Application Programming Interfaces ModuleName (PSZ) - input is the address of an ASCII dynamic-link library name. ModuleName is the DLL file containing the exit handler routine. EntryPoint (PSZ) - input is the address of an ASCII dynamic-link procedure name. EntryPoint is the routine within ModuleName that Rexx calls as an exit handler. UserArea (PUCHAR) - input is the address of an 8-byte area of user-defined information. The 8 bytes UserArea addresses are saved with the exit handler registration. UserArea can be null if there is no user information to be saved. The RexxQueryExit function can retrieve the saved user information. DropAuth (ULONG) - input is the drop authority. DropAuth identifies the processes that can deregister the exit handler. Possible DropAuth values are: RXEXIT_DROPPABLE Any process can deregister the exit handler with RexxDeregisterExit. RXEXIT_NONDROP Only a thread within the same process as the thread that registered the handler can deregister the handler with RexxDeregisterExit.



A.6.3.1.2. Return Codes RXEXIT_OK



0



The system exit function executed successfully.



RXEXIT_DUP



10



A duplicate handler name has been successfully registered. There is either an executable handler with the same name registered in another process, or a DLL handler with the same name registered in another DLL. (To address this exit handler, you must specify its library name.)



RXEXIT_NOEMEM



1002



There is insufficient memory available to complete this request.



A.6.3.1.3. Remarks EntryPoint can be only a 32-bit routine.
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A.6.3.2. RexxRegisterExitExe RexxRegisterExitExe registers an exit handler that resides within the application code. retc = RexxRegisterExitExe(ExitName, EntryPoint, UserArea);



A.6.3.2.1. Parameters ExitName (PSZ) - input is the address of an ASCII exit handler name. EntryPoint (PFN) - input is the address of the exit handler entry point within the application executable file. UserArea (PUCHAR) - input is the address of an 8-byte area of user-defined information. The 8 bytes UserArea addresses are saved with the exit handler registration. UserArea can be null if there is no user information to be saved. The RexxQueryExit function can retrieve the user information.



A.6.3.2.2. Return Codes RXEXIT_OK



0



The system exit function executed successfully.



RXEXIT_DUP



10



A duplicate handler name has been successfully registered. There is either an executable handler with the same name registered in another process, or a DLL handler with the same name registered in another DLL. (To address this exit handler, you must specify its library name.)



RXEXIT_NOTREG



30



Registration was unsuccessful due to duplicate handler and DLL names (RexxRegisterExitExe or RexxRegisterExitDll); the exit handler is not registered (other Rexx exit handler functions).



RXEXIT_NOEMEM



1002



There is insufficient memory available to complete this request.



A.6.3.2.3. Remarks If ExitName has the same name as a handler registered with RexxRegisterExitDll, RexxRegisterExitExe returns RXEXIT_DUP, which means that the new exit handler has been properly registered.



A.6.3.2.4. Example WORKAREARECORD
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*user_info[2];



/* saved user information



*/



Appendix A. Rexx Application Programming Interfaces user_info[0] = global_workarea; user_info[1] = NULL;



/* save global work area for /* re-entrance



*/ */



rc = RexxRegisterExitExe("IO_Exit", &Edit_IO_Exit, user_info);



/* register editor handler /* located at this address /* save global pointer



*/ */ */



A.6.3.3. RexxDeregisterExit RexxDeregisterExit deregisters an exit handler. retc = RexxDeregisterExit(ExitName, ModuleName);



A.6.3.3.1. Parameters ExitName (PSZ) - input is the address of an ASCII exit handler name. ModuleName (PSZ) - input is the address of an ASCII dynamic-link library name. ModuleName restricts the query to an exit handler within the ModuleName dynamic-link library. When ModuleName is null, RexxDeregisterExit searches the RexxRegisterExitExe exit handler list for a handler within the current process. If RexxDeregisterExit does not find a RexxRegisterExitExe handler, it searches the RexxRegisterExitDll exit handler list.



A.6.3.3.2. Return Codes RXEXIT_OK



0



The system exit function executed successfully.



RXEXIT_NOTREG



30



Registration was unsuccessful due to duplicate handler and DLL names (RexxRegisterExitExe or RexxRegisterExitDll); the exit handler is not registered (other Rexx exit handler functions).



RXEXIT_NOCANDROP



40



The exit handler has been registered as "not droppable."



A.6.3.3.3. Remarks The handler is removed from the exit handler list.
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A.6.3.4. RexxQueryExit RexxQueryExit queries an exit handler and retrieves saved user information. retc = RexxQueryExit(ExitName, ModuleName, Flag, UserWord);



A.6.3.4.1. Parameters ExitName (PSZ) - input is the address of an ASCII exit handler name. ModuleName (PSZ) - input restricts the query to an exit handler within the ModuleName dynamic-link library. When ModuleName is null, RexxQueryExit searches the RexxRegisterExitExe exit handler list for a handler within the current process. If RexxQueryExit does not find a RexxRegisterExitExe handler, it searches the RexxRegisterExitDll exit handler list. Flag (PUSHORT) - output is the ExitName exit handler registration status. When RexxQueryExit returns RXEXIT_OK, the ExitName exit handler is currently registered. When RexxQueryExit returns RXEXIT_NOTREG, the ExitName exit handler is not registered. UserWord (PUCHAR) - output is the address of an 8-byte area to receive the user information saved with RexxRegisterExitExe or RexxRegisterExitDll. UserWord can be null if the saved user information is not required.



A.6.3.4.2. Return Codes RXEXIT_OK



0



The system exit function executed successfully.



RXEXIT_NOTREG



30



Registration was unsuccessful due to duplicate handler and DLL names (RexxRegisterExitExe or RexxRegisterExitDll); the exit handler is not registered (other Rexx exit handler functions).



A.6.3.4.3. Example ULONG APIENTRY Edit_IO_Exit( PRXSTRING Command, /* Command string passed from the caller PUSHORT Flags, /* pointer too short for return of flags PRXSTRING Retstr) /* pointer to RXSTRING for RC return { WORKAREARECORD *user_info[2]; /* saved user information WORKAREARECORD global_workarea; /* application data anchor USHORT query_flag; /* flag for handler query
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*/ */ */ */ */ */
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rc = RexxQueryExit("IO_Exit", NULL, &query_flag, user_info); global_workarea = user_info[0]; ... }



/* retrieve application work /* area anchor from Rexx.



*/ */



/* set the global anchor



*/



A.7. Variable Pool Interface Application programs can use the Rexx Variable Pool Interface to manipulate the variables of a currently active Rexx procedure.



A.7.1. Interface Types Three of the Variable Pool Interface functions (set, fetch, and drop) have dual interfaces.



A.7.1.1. Symbolic Interface The symbolic interface uses normal Rexx variable rules when interpreting variables. Variable names are valid Rexx symbols (in mixed case if desired) including compound symbols. Compound symbols are referenced with tail substitution. The functions that use the symbolic interface are RXSHV_SYSET, RXSHV_SYFET, and RXSHV_SYDRO.



A.7.1.2. Direct Interface The direct interface uses no substitution or case translation. Simple symbols must be valid Rexx variable names. A valid Rexx variable name: •



Does not begin with a digit or period.



•



Contains only uppercase A to Z, the digits 0 - 9, or the characters _, ! or ? before the first period of the name.



•



Can contain any characters after the first period of the name.



Compound variables are specified using the derived name of the variable. Any characters (including blanks) can appear after the first period of the name. No additional variable substitution is used. RXSHV_SET, RXSHV_FETCH, and RXSHV_DROP use the direct interface.
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A.7.2. RexxVariablePool Restrictions Only the main thread of an application can access the Rexx variable pool. Applications can create and use new threads, but only the original thread that called RexxStart can use RexxVariablePool. Executable Windows modules called from a Rexx procedure execute in a new process. Because the modules do not use the same process and thread as the Rexx procedure, the modules cannot use RexxVariablePool to access Rexx variables. You can use RexxVariablePool from subcommand handlers, external functions, and exit handlers.



A.7.3. RexxVariablePool Interface Function Rexx procedure variables are accessed using the RexxVariablePool function.



A.7.3.1. RexxVariablePool RexxVariablePool accesses variables of a currently active Rexx procedure. retc = RexxVariablePool(RequestBlockList);



A.7.3.1.1. Parameters RequestBlockList (PSHVBLOCK) - input is a linked list of shared variable request blocks (SHVBLOCK). Each block is a separate variable access request. The SHVBLOCK has the following form: typedef struct shvnode { struct shvnode *shvnext; RXSTRING shvname; RXSTRING shvvalue; ULONG shvnamelen; ULONG shvvaluelen; UCHAR shvcode; UCHAR shvret; } SHVBLOCK;



where: shvnext is the address of the next SHVBLOCK in the request list. shvnext is null for the last request block. shvname is an RXSTRING containing a Rexx variable name. shvname usage varies with the SHVBLOCK request code:
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Appendix A. Rexx Application Programming Interfaces RXSHV_SET RXSHV_SYSET RXSHV_FETCH RXSHV_SYFET RXSHV_DROPV RXSHV_SYDRO RXSHV_PRIV shvname is an RXSTRING pointing to the name of the Rexx variable that the shared variable request block accesses. RXSHV_NEXTV shvname is an RXSTRING defining an area of storage to receive the name of the next variable. shvnamelen is the length of the RXSTRING area. If the variable name is longer than the shvnamelen characters, the name is truncated and the RXSHV_TRUNC bit of shvret is set. On return, shvname.strlength contains the length of the variable name; shvnamelen remains unchanged. If shvname is an empty RXSTRING (strptr is null), the Rexx interpreter allocates and returns an RXSTRING to hold the variable name. If the Rexx interpreter allocates the RXSTRING, an RXSHV_TRUNC condition cannot occur. However, RXSHV_MEMFL errors are possible for these operations. If an RXSHV_MEMFL condition occurs, memory is not allocated for that request block. The RexxVariablePool caller must release the storage with GlobalFree(ptr). Note: The RexxVariablePool does not add a terminating null character to the variable name.



shvvalue An RXSTRING containing a Rexx variable value. The meaning of shvvalue varies with the SHVBLOCK request code: RXSHV_SET RXSHV_SYSET shvvalue is the value assigned to the Rexx variable in shvname. shvvaluelen contains the length of the variable value. RXSHV_FETCH RXSHV_SYFET RXSHV_PRIV RXSHV_NEXT shvvalue is a buffer that is used by the Rexx interpreter to return the value of the Rexx variable shvname. shvvaluelen contains the length of the value buffer. On return, shvvalue.strlength is set to the length of the returned value but shvvaluelen remains unchanged. If the variable value
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Appendix A. Rexx Application Programming Interfaces is longer than the shvvaluelen characters, the value is truncated and the RXSHV_TRUNC bit of shvret is set. On return, shvvalue.strlength is set to the length of the returned value; shvvaluelen remains unchanged. If shvvalue is an empty RXSTRING (strptr is null), the Rexx interpreter allocates and returns an RXSTRING to hold the variable value. If the Rexx interpreter allocates the RXSTRING, an RXSHV_TRUNC condition cannot occur. However, RXSHV_MEMFL errors are possible for these operations. If an RXSHV_MEMFL condition occurs, memory is not allocated for that request block. The RexxVariablePool caller must release the storage with GlobalFree(ptr). Note: The RexxVariablePool does not add a terminating null character to the variable value.



RXSHV_DROPV RXSHV_SYDRO shvvalue is not used.



shvcode The shared variable block request code. Valid request codes are: RXSHV_SET RXSHV_SYSET Assign a new value to a Rexx procedure variable. RXSHV_FETCH RXSHV_SYFET Retrieve the value of a Rexx procedure variable. RXSHV_DROPV RXSHV_SYDRO Drop (unassign) a Rexx procedure variable. RXSHV_PRIV Fetch the private information of the Rexx procedure. The following information items can be retrieved by name: PARM The number of arguments supplied to the Rexx procedure. The number is formatted as a character string.
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Appendix A. Rexx Application Programming Interfaces PARM.n The nth argument string to the Rexx procedure. If the nth argument was not supplied to the procedure (either omitted or fewer than n parameters were specified), a null string is returned. QUENAME The current Rexx data queue name. SOURCE The Rexx procedure source string used for the PARSE SOURCE instruction. VERSION The Rexx interpreter version string used for the PARSE SOURCE instruction.



RXSHV_NEXTV Fetch the next variable, excluding variables hidden by PROCEDURE instructions. The variables are not returned in any specified order. The Rexx interpreter maintains an internal pointer to its list of variables. The variable pointer is reset to the first Rexx variable whenever: •



An external program returns control to the interpreter



•



A set, fetch, or drop RexxVariablePool function is used



RXSHV_NEXTV returns both the name and the value of Rexx variables until the end of the variable list is reached. If no Rexx variables are left to return, RexxVariablePool sets the RXSHV_LVAR bit in shvret.



shvret The individual shared variable request return code. shvret is a 1-byte field of status flags for the individual shared variable request. The shvret fields for all request blocks in the list are ORed together to form the RexxVariablePool return code. The individual status conditions are: RXSHV_OK The request was processed without error (all flag bits are FALSE). RXSHV_NEWV The named variable was uninitialized at the time of the call. RXSHV_LVAR No more variables are available for an RXSHV_NEXTV operation.
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Appendix A. Rexx Application Programming Interfaces RXSHV_TRUNC A variable value or variable name was truncated because the supplied RXSTRING was too small for the copied value. RXSHV_BADN The variable name specified in shvname was invalid for the requested operation. RXSHV_MEMFL The Rexx interpreter was unable to obtain the storage required to complete the request. RXSHV_BADF The shared variable request block contains an invalid function code.



The Rexx interpreter processes each request block in the order provided. RexxVariablePool returns to the caller after the last block is processed or a severe error occurred (such as an out-of-memory condition). The RexxVariablePool function return code is a composite return code for the entire set of shared variable requests. The return codes for all of the individual requests are ORed together to form the composite return code. Individual shared variable request return codes are returned in the shared variable request blocks.



A.7.3.1.2. RexxVariablePool Return Codes 0 to 127 RexxVariablePool has processed the entire shared variable request block list. The RexxVariablePool function return code is a composite return code for the entire set of shared variable requests. The low-order 6 bits of the shvret fields for all request blocks are ORed together to form the composite return code. Individual shared variable request status flags are returned in the shared variable request block shvret field.



RXSHV_NOAVL The variable pool interface was not enabled when the call was issued.



A.7.3.1.3. Example /*********************************************************************/ /* */ /* SetRexxVariable - Set the value of a Rexx variable */ /* */ /*********************************************************************/ INT SetRexxVariable( PSZ name, PSZ value)
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/* Rexx variable to set /* value to assign



*/ */



Appendix A. Rexx Application Programming Interfaces { SHVBLOCK



block;



/* variable pool control block*/



block.shvcode = RXSHV_SYSET; block.shvret=(UCHAR)0; block.shvnext=(PSHVBLOCK)0;



/* do a symbolic set operation*/ /* clear return code field */ /* no next block */ /* set variable name string */ MAKERXSTRING(block.shvname, name, strlen(name)); /* set value string */ MAKERXSTRING(block.shvvalue, value, strlen(value)); block.shvvaluelen=strlen(value); /* set value length */ return RexxVariablePool(█); /* set the variable */ }



A.8. Dynamically Allocating and De-allocating Memory For several functions of the Rexx-API it is necessary or possible to dynamically allocate or free memory. Depending on the operating system, compiler and REXX interpreter, the method for these allocations and de- allocations vary. To write system independent code, Object REXX comes with two new API function calls called RexxAllocateMemory() and RexxFreeMemory(). These functions are wrapper for the corresponding compiler or operating system memory functions.



A.8.1. The RexxAllocateMemory() Function PVOID APIENTRY RexxAllocateMemory( ULONG size );



where: size is the number of bytes of requested memory.



Return Codes Returns a pointer to the newly allocated block of memory, or NULL if no memory could be allocated.



A.8.2. The RexxFreeMemory() Function APIRET APIENTRY RexxFreeMemory( PVOID MemoryBlock );



where:
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Appendix A. Rexx Application Programming Interfaces MemoryBlock is a void pointer to the block of memory allocated by the Object REXX interpreter, or allocated by a previous call to RexxAllocateMemory().



Return Codes RexxFreeMemory() always returns 0.



A.9. Queue Interface Application programs can use the Rexx Queue Interface to establish and manipulate named queues. Named queues prevent different Rexx programs that are running in a single session from interfering with each other. Named queues also allow Rexx programs running in different sessions to synchronize execution and pass data. These queuing services are entirely separate from the Windows InterProcess Communications queues.



A.9.1. Queue Interface Functions The following sections explain the functions for creating and using named queues.



A.9.1.1. RexxCreateQueue RexxCreateQueue creates a new (empty) queue. retc = RexxCreateQueue(Buffer, BuffLen, RequestedName, DupFlag);



A.9.1.1.1. Parameters Buffer (PSZ) - input is the address of the buffer where the ASCII name of the created queue is returned. BuffLen (ULONG) - input is the size of the buffer. RequestedName (PSZ) - input is the address of an ASCII queue name. If no queue of that name exists, a queue is created with the requested name. If the name already exists, a queue is created, but Rexx assigns an arbitrary name to it. In addition, the DupFlag is set. The maximum length for a queue name is 1024 characters. When RequestedName is null, Rexx provides a name for the created queue. In all cases, the actual queue name is passed back to the caller.
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Appendix A. Rexx Application Programming Interfaces DupFlag (PULONG) - output is the duplicate name indicator. This flag is set when the requested name already exists.



A.9.1.1.2. Return Codes RXQUEUE_OK



0



The system queue function completed successfully.



RXQUEUE_STORAGE



1



The name buffer is not large enough for the queue name.



RXQUEUE_BADQNAME



5



The queue name is not valid, or you tried to create or delete a queue named SESSION.



A.9.1.1.3. Remarks Queue names must conform to the same syntax rules as Rexx variable names. Lowercase characters in queue names are translated to uppercase. The queue name must be a valid Rexx symbol. However, there is no connection between queue names and variable names. A program can have a variable and a queue with the same name.



A.9.1.2. RexxDeleteQueue RexxDeleteQueue deletes a queue. retc = RexxDeleteQueue(QueueName);



A.9.1.2.1. Parameters QueueName (PSZ) - input is the address of the ASCII name of the queue to be deleted.



A.9.1.2.2. Return Codes RXQUEUE_OK



0



The system queue function completed successfully.



RXQUEUE_BADQNAME



5



The queue name is not valid, or you tried to create or delete a queue named SESSION.



RXQUEUE_NOTREG



9



The queue does not exist.



RXQUEUE_ACCESS



10



The queue cannot be deleted because it is busy.
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Appendix A. Rexx Application Programming Interfaces A.9.1.2.3. Remarks If a queue is busy (for example, wait is active), it is not deleted.



A.9.1.3. RexxQueryQueue RexxQueryQueue returns the number of entries remaining in the named queue. retc = RexxQueryQueue(QueueName, Count);



A.9.1.3.1. Parameters QueueName (PSZ) - input is the address of the ASCII name of the queue to be queried. Count (PULONG) - output is the number of entries in the queue.



A.9.1.3.2. Return Codes RXQUEUE_OK



0



The system queue function completed successfully.



RXQUEUE_BADQNAME



5



The queue name is not valid, or you tried to create or delete a queue named SESSION.



RXQUEUE_NOTREG



9



The queue does not exist.



A.9.1.4. RexxAddQueue RexxAddQueue adds an entry to a queue. retc = RexxAddQueue(QueueName, EntryData, AddFlag);



A.9.1.4.1. Parameters QueueName (PSZ) - input is the address of the ASCII name of the queue to which data is to be added. EntryData (PRXSTRING) - input is the address of an RXSTRING containing the data to be added to the queue.
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Appendix A. Rexx Application Programming Interfaces AddFlag (ULONG) - input is the LIFO/FIFO flag. When AddFlag is RXQUEUE_LIFO, data is added LIFO (Last In, First Out) to the queue. When AddFlag is RXQUEUE_FIFO, data is added FIFO (First In, First Out).



A.9.1.4.2. Return Codes RXQUEUE_OK



0



The system queue function completed successfully.



RXQUEUE_BADQNAME



5



The queue name is not valid, or you tried to create or delete a queue named SESSION.



RXQUEUE_PRIORITY



6



The order flag is not equal to RXQUEUE_LIFO or RXQUEUE_FIFO.



RXQUEUE_NOTREG



9



The queue does not exist.



RXQUEUE_MEMFAIL



12



There is insufficient memory available to complete the request.



A.9.1.5. RexxPullQueue RexxPullQueue removes the top entry from the queue and returns it to the caller. retc = RexxPullQueue(QueueName, DataBuf, DateTime, WaitFlag);



A.9.1.5.1. Parameters QueueName (PSZ) - input is the address of the ASCII name of the queue from which data is to be pulled. DataBuf (PRXSTRING) - output is the address of an RXSTRING for the returned value. DateTime (PDATETIME) - output is the address of the entry’s date and time stamp. WaitFlag (ULONG) - input is the wait flag. When WaitFlag is RXQUEUE_NOWAIT and the queue is empty, RXQUEUE_EMPTY is returned. Otherwise, when WaitFlag is RXQUEUE_WAIT, Rexx waits until a queue entry is available and returns that entry to the caller.



A.9.1.5.2. Return Codes
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RXQUEUE_OK



0



The system queue function completed successfully.



RXQUEUE_BADQNAME



5



The queue name is not valid, or you tried to create or delete a queue named SESSION.



RXQUEUE_BADWAITFLAG



7



The wait flag is not equal to RXQUEUE_WAIT or RXQUEUE_NOWAIT.



RXQUEUE_EMPTY



8



Attempted to pull the item off the queue but it was empty.



RXQUEUE_NOTREG



9



The queue does not exist.



RXQUEUE_MEMFAIL



12



There is insufficient memory available to complete the request.



A.9.1.5.3. Remarks The caller is responsible for freeing the returned memory that DataBuf points to.



A.10. Halt and Trace Interface The halt and trace functions raise a Rexx HALT condition or change the Rexx interactive debug mode while a Rexx procedure is running. You might prefer these interfaces to the RXHLT and RXTRC system exits. The system exits require an additional call to an exit routine after each Rexx instruction completes, possibly causing a noticeable performance degradation. The Halt and Trace functions, on the contrary, are a single request to change the halt or trace state and do not degrade the Rexx procedure performance.



A.10.1. Halt and Trace Interface Functions The Halt and Trace functions are:



A.10.1.1. RexxSetHalt RexxSetHalt raises a HALT condition in a running Rexx program. retc = RexxSetHalt(ProcessId, ThreadId);



A.10.1.1.1. Parameters ProcessId (PID) - input is the process ID of the target Rexx procedure. ProcessId is the application process that called the RexxStart function.
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Appendix A. Rexx Application Programming Interfaces ThreadId (TID) - input is the thread ID of the target Rexx procedure. ThreadId is the application thread that called the RexxStart function. If ThreadId=0, all the threads of the process are canceled.



A.10.1.1.2. Return Codes RXARI_OK



0



The function completed successfully.



RXARI_NOT_FOUND



1



The target Rexx procedure was not found.



RXARI_PROCESSING_ERROR



2



A failure in Rexx processing occurred.



A.10.1.1.3. Remarks This call is not processed if the target Rexx program is running with the RXHLT exit enabled.



A.10.1.2. RexxSetTrace RexxSetTrace turns on the interactive debug mode for a Rexx procedure. retc = RexxSetTrace(ProcessId, ThreadId);



A.10.1.2.1. Parameters ProcessId (PID) - input is the process ID of the target Rexx procedure. ProcessId is the application process that called the RexxStart function. ThreadId (TID) - input is the thread ID of the target Rexx procedure. ThreadId is the application thread that called the RexxStart function. If ThreadId=0, all the threads of the process are traced.



A.10.1.2.2. Return Codes RXARI_OK



0



The function completed successfully.



RXARI_NOT_FOUND



1



The target Rexx procedure was not found.



RXARI_PROCESSING_ERROR



2



A failure in Rexx processing occurred.



A.10.1.2.3. Remarks A RexxSetTrace call is not processed if the Rexx procedure is using the RXTRC exit.
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A.10.1.3. RexxResetTrace RexxResetTrace turns off the interactive debug mode for a Rexx procedure. retc = RexxResetTrace(ProcessId,ThreadId);



A.10.1.3.1. Parameters ProcessId (PID) - input is the process ID of the target Rexx procedure. ProcessId is the application process that called the RexxStart function. ThreadId (TID) - input is the thread ID of the target Rexx procedure. ThreadId is the application thread that called the RexxStart function. If ThreadId=0, the trace of all threads of the process is reset.



A.10.1.3.2. Return Codes RXARI_OK



0



The function completed successfully.



RXARI_NOT_FOUND



1



The target Rexx procedure was not found.



RXARI_PROCESSING_ERROR



2



A failure in Rexx processing occurred.



A.10.1.3.3. Remarks



•



A RexxResetTrace call is not processed if the Rexx procedure uses the RXTRC exit.



•



Interactive debugging is not turned off unless the interactive debug mode was originally started with RexxSetTrace.



A.11. Macrospace Interface The macrospace can improve the performance of Rexx procedures by maintaining Rexx procedure images in memory for immediate load and execution. This is useful for frequently-used procedures and functions such as editor macros. Programs registered in the Rexx macrospace are available to all processes. You can run them by using the RexxStart function or calling them as functions or subroutines from other Rexx procedures. Procedures in the macrospace are called in the same way as other Rexx external functions. However, the macrospace Rexx procedures can be placed at the front or at the very end of the external function search order.
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Appendix A. Rexx Application Programming Interfaces Procedures in the macrospace are stored without source code information and therefore cannot be traced. Rexx procedures in the macrospace can be saved to a disk file. A saved macrospace file can be reloaded with a single call to RexxLoadMacroSpace. An application, such as an editor, can create its own library of frequently-used functions and load the entire library into memory for fast access. Several macrospace libraries can be created and loaded. Note: The TRACE keyword instruction cannot be used in the Rexx macrospace. Since macrospace uses the tokenized format, it is not possible to get the source code from macrospace to trace a function.



A.11.1. Search Order When RexxAddMacro loads a Rexx procedure into the macrospace, the position in the external function search order is specified. Possible values are: RXMACRO_SEARCH_BEFORE The Rexx interpreter locates a function registered with RXMACRO_SEARCH_BEFORE before any registered functions or external Rexx files. RXMACRO_SEARCH_AFTER The Rexx interpreter locates a function registered with RXMACRO_SEARCH_AFTER after any registered functions or external Rexx files.



A.11.2. Storage of Macrospace Libraries The Rexx macrospace is placed in shared memory. Only the amount of memory and swap space available to the system limits the size of the macrospace. However, as the macrospace grows, it limits the memory available to other processes in the system. Allowing the macrospace to grow too large can degrade overall system performance due to increased system swap file access. Try to place only the most frequently-used functions in the macrospace.



A.11.3. Macrospace Interface Functions The functions to manipulate macrospaces are:



A.11.3.1. RexxAddMacro RexxAddMacro loads a Rexx procedure into the macrospace. retc = RexxAddMacro(FuncName, SourceFile, Position);



A.11.3.1.1. Parameters
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Appendix A. Rexx Application Programming Interfaces FuncName (PSZ) - input is the address of the ASCII function name. Rexx procedures in the macrospace are called using the assigned function name. SourceFile (PSZ) - input is the address of the ASCII file specification for the Rexx procedure source file. When a file extension is not supplied, .CMD is used. When the full path is not specified, the current directory and path are searched. Position (ULONG) - input is the position in the Rexx external function search order. Possible values are: RXMACRO_SEARCH_BEFORE The Rexx interpreter locates the function before any registered functions or external Rexx files. RXMACRO_SEARCH_AFTER The Rexx interpreter locates the function after any registered functions or external Rexx files.



A.11.3.1.2. Return Codes RXMACRO_OK



0



The call to the function completed successfully.



RXMACRO_NO_STORAGE



1



There was not enough memory to complete the requested function.



RXMACRO_SOURCE_NOT_FOUND



7



The requested file was not found.



RXMACRO_INVALID_POSITION



8



An invalid search-order position request flag was used.



A.11.3.2. RexxDropMacro RexxDropMacro removes a Rexx procedure from the macrospace. retc = RexxDropMacro(FuncName);



A.11.3.2.1. Parameter FuncName (PSZ) - input is the address of the ASCII function name.
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0



The call to the function completed successfully.



RXMACRO_NOT_FOUND



2



The requested function was not found in the macrospace.



A.11.3.3. RexxClearMacroSpace RexxClearMacroSpace removes all loaded Rexx procedures from the macrospace. retc = RexxClearMacroSpace();



A.11.3.3.1. Return Codes RXMACRO_OK



0



The call to the function completed successfully.



RXMACRO_NOT_FOUND



2



The requested function was not found in the macrospace.



A.11.3.3.2. Remarks RexxClearMacroSpace must be used with care. This function removes all functions from the macrospace, including functions loaded by other processes.



A.11.3.4. RexxSaveMacroSpace RexxSaveMacroSpace saves all or part of the macrospace Rexx procedures to a disk file. retc = RexxSaveMacroSpace(FuncCount, FuncNames, MacroLibFile);



A.11.3.4.1. Parameters FuncCount (ULONG) - input Number of Rexx procedures to be saved. FuncNames (PSZ *) - input is the address of a list of ASCII function names. FuncCount gives the size of the function list. MacroLibFile (PSZ) - input is the address of the ASCII macrospace file name. If MacroLibFile already exists, it is replaced with the new file.
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0



The call to the function completed successfully.



RXMACRO_NOT_FOUND



2



The requested function was not found in the macrospace.



RXMACRO_EXTENSION_REQUIRED



3



An extension is required for the macrospace file name.



RXMACRO_FILE_ERROR



5



An error occurred accessing a macrospace file.



A.11.3.4.3. Remarks When FuncCount is 0 or FuncNames is null, RexxSaveMacroSpace saves all functions in the macrospace. Saved macrospace files can be used only with the same interpreter version that created the images. If RexxLoadMacroSpace is called to load a saved macrospace and the release level or service level is incorrect, RexxLoadMacroSpace fails. The Rexx procedures must then be reloaded individually from the original source programs.



A.11.3.5. RexxLoadMacroSpace RexxLoadMacroSpace loads all or part of the Rexx procedures from a saved macrospace file. retc = RexxLoadMacroSpace(FuncCount, FuncNames, MacroLibFile);



A.11.3.5.1. Parameters FuncCount (ULONG) - input is the number of Rexx procedures to load from the saved macrospace. FuncNames (PSZ *) - input is the address of a list of Rexx function names. FuncCount gives the size of the function list. MacroLibFile (PSZ) - input is the address of the saved macrospace file name.



A.11.3.5.2. Return Codes RXMACRO_OK
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0



The call to the function completed successfully.
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RXMACRO_NO_STORAGE



1



There was not enough memory to complete the requested function.



RXMACRO_NOT_FOUND



2



The requested function was not found in the macrospace.



RXMACRO_ALREADY_EXISTS



4



Duplicate functions cannot be loaded from a macrospace file.



RXMACRO_FILE_ERROR



5



An error occurred accessing a macrospace file.



RXMACRO_SIGNATURE_ERROR



6



A macrospace save file does not contain valid function images.



A.11.3.5.3. Remarks When FuncCount is 0 or FuncNames is null, RexxLoadMacroSpace loads all Rexx procedures from the saved file. If a RexxLoadMacroSpace call replaces an existing macrospace Rexx procedure, the entire load request is discarded and the macrospace remains unchanged.



A.11.3.6. RexxQueryMacro RexxQueryMacro searches the macrospace for a specified function. retc = RexxQueryMacro(FuncName, Position)



A.11.3.6.1. Parameters FuncName (PSZ) - input is the address of an ASCII function name. Position (PUSHORT) - output is the address of an unsigned short integer flag. If the function is loaded in the macrospace, Position is set to the search-order position of the current function.



A.11.3.6.2. Return Codes RXMACRO_OK



0



The call to the function completed successfully.



RXMACRO_NOT_FOUND



2



The requested function was not found in the macrospace.
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A.11.3.7. RexxReorderMacro RexxReorderMacro changes the search order position of a loaded macrospace function. retc = RexxReorderMacro(FuncName, Position)



A.11.3.7.1. Parameters FuncName (PSZ) - input is the address of an ASCII macrospace function name. Position (ULONG) - input is the new search-order position of the macrospace function. Possible values are: RXMACRO_SEARCH_BEFORE The Rexx interpreter locates the function before any registered functions or external Rexx files. RXMACRO_SEARCH_AFTER The Rexx interpreter locates the function after any registered functions or external Rexx files.



A.11.3.7.2. Return Codes RXMACRO_OK



0



The call to the function completed successfully.



RXMACRO_NOT_FOUND



2



The requested function was not found in the macrospace.



RXMACRO_INVALID_POSITION



8



An invalid search-order position request flag was used.



A.12. Windows Scripting Host Interface The purpose of this section is to describe any behaviors specific to Object Rexx that the designer of a Windows Scripting Host (WSH) should be aware of. It is assumed that the reader is already familiar with how to do that, or has the appropriate documentation at hand. For further information, see "Windows Scripting Host Engine", in Open Object Rexx: Reference.



A.12.1. Concurrency Object Rexx is a multithreaded program. (See Concurrency, in Object Rexx for Windows: Reference.)
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Appendix A. Rexx Application Programming Interfaces The closest Windows model is the free-threaded model for dealing with multiple threads. The WSH controls are typically apartment-threaded. Therefore, since Object Rexx does not restrict its callers to any particular thread, and it passes on any exterior calls in the thread context in which it was received, then for all practical purposes it should be treated as an apartment-threaded program.



A.12.2. WSH Features A.12.2.1. COM Interfaces There are several interfaces that a WSH engine can use. Object Rexx does not support all of them; some are supported, but created dynamically. Since the dynamically-supported interfaces will not appear in an OLE viewer, they are listed here. The following interfaces are fully supported: •



IUnknown



•



IActiveScriptParse



•



IActiveScriptError



•



IActiveScriptParseProcedure



•



IObjectSafety



While Object Rexx has code for all of the methods of an interface that it supports, all methods may not be implemented. The methods that are not implemented will return E_NOTIMPL. The following interfaces are supported: •



•



•



IDispatch •



GetIDsOfNames



•



Invoke



IDispatchEx •



GetDispID - but does not support dynamic creation of properties or methods.



•



InvokeEx - but does not support dynamic creation of properties or methods.



•



GetMemberName



•



GetNextDispID



IActiveScript •



SetScriptSite



•



GetScriptState



•



SetScriptState



•



Close



•



AddNamedItem
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AddTypeLib



•



GetScriptDispatch



A.12.2.2. Script Debugging Object Rexx does not support the WSH Script Debugging facilities. For the best techniques for debugging an Object Rexx script, refer to the section on the Trace keyword in "Keyword Instructions", in Open Object Rexx: Reference.



A.12.2.3. DCOM Object Rexx does not support DCOM.
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Appendix B. Object Rexx Runtime Object Rexx Runtime is part of the Open Object Rexx distribution. It is a software package that can be distributed together with your own Rexx applications so that they can run on your client’s computer. The precondition for using Object Rexx Runtime is that the Rexx scripts have to be tokenized; for further information on tokenizing, see "Distributing Programs without Source" below. The Object Rexx Scripting Engine for Windows Scripting Host (WSH) is not available. Object Rexx also allows you to create tokenized programs that can be used to protect your program source code. Note: The installed version must be of the same version number as the one that created the scripts (or higher) to be able to run the scripts.



B.1. Distributing Programs without Source Open Object Rexx comes with a utility called RexxC. You can use this utility to produce versions of your programs that do not include the original program source. You can use these programs to replace any Rexx program file that includes the source, with the following restrictions: 1. The SOURCELINE built-in function returns 0 for the number of lines in the program and raises an error for all attempts to retrieve a line. 2. A sourceless program may not be traced. The TRACE instruction runs without error, but no tracing of instruction lines, expression results, or intermediate expression values occurs. The syntax of the REXXC utility is: >>-RexxC--inputfile--+------------+--+------+------------------>< +-outputfile-+ +- -s -+



If you specify the outputfile, the language processor processes the inputfile and writes the executable version of the program to the outputfile. If the outputfile already exists, it is replaced. If the language processor detects a syntax error while processing the program, it reports the error and stops processing without creating a new output file. If you omit the outputfile, the language processor performs a syntax check on the program without writing the executable version to a file. You can use the /s option to suppress the display of the information about the interpreter used. Note: You can use the in-storage capabilities of the RexxStart programming interface to process the file image of the output file.



With version 2.1, the tokenized form has changed. All Open Object Rexx for Windows editions contain a utility called RxMigrate that can be used to change old tokenized forms to the new one. The recommended procedure is to create a new tokenized file from the original source with the new version
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Appendix B. Object Rexx Runtime of Open Object Rexx. However, if the source code is no longer available, RxMigrate can be used to convert the old tokenized file. The syntax of the RxMigrate utility is: >>-RxMigrate--inputfile--outputfile----------------------------> 
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